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Before adjourning the United
States court yesterday afternoon
Judge Whiter Evans heard the re-
proves and exceptions filed in the
steamboat Chattanooga, Idaho and
Lotus cases and then took the pro-
ceedings under advisement, to render
an opinion after he gets to hi* home
in Louisvilk, for iohieh place he left
this morning at a eso o'clock.
In each case a connuissioner se-
lected especially for the purpose, had
token proof of claims held by differ-
ent firms and indisliduals against the
owners of these boats, which were
sold through federal court orders, and
the proceeds held, subject to payment
of outstanding indebtedness. There
were many exceptions filed to the
precedence given certain claims by
the special commissioner, and nuttier-
pap fine points of law laid before the
court, lieho. after hearing everything.
informed the .attorneys he would ten-
der his decision latex.
Given Eighteen Months. -
J. H. Wilbarres, convicted by the
jury of raising the denomination of
a piece of paper money, was ordered
by the judge to be imprisoned for
eighteen months in the federal peni-
tentiary at Atlanta, %go and also pay
a fine of St°. He raised the bill and
gave it to Bertha Laster, who passed
same to Md. Carrie Warren Gir-
ardey, the milliliter. The woman was
dismissed as to her connection eith
the charie and has gone hack to
cooking at she county jail, where shc
has been bee) for many months,
awaiting trial of the money cberge.
Oral evidence was heard by the
judge in the suit of the Eaton Lum-
ber company against the steamboat
Charleston and the proceeding then
taken under advisement for Name the-
eigion.
Arguments were made by the at-
torney, and the court took under
consideration, the action of Mann vs.
jougenback, wherein both parties are
claiming ownership of a large tract
▪ of mineral land tying in Marion
county, this state. This proceeding
has been on the docket for many
years, and is one of the most bitter-
ly fought pieces of litigation ever
landing before the court, thousands
of dollars being spent on both sides
to win their point While the con-
troversy is undecided, the judge has
restrained anybody from welting the
property by deve bop me n t
Verdict for Defendant.
The jury brought in the suit of T.
N. 'Franklin, administrator of Jew
M. Franklin, against Dr. R. N. White-
head', wherein plaintiff sued deiend-
ant for Ses,000 damages for alleged
malpractice. Mr. Whitehead attended
Jesse Franklin, who is the wife of T.
N. Franklin. She gave birth to a
child and shortly aftereards develop-
ed bloodpoisoning and died. The bus-
bane sued the physican for damage:
sea the ground that, Dr. Whitebead
had an infectiogs sore on his hand
while treating the wife, and this sore
caused the blood poisoning to de-
velop and result fatally. The suit has
been on trial for two days past, many
witnesses being ineroduced. The
docuor proved he tied no sore on his
hand and was not responsible for the
death.
Officials Gone Home.
Deputy U. S. Marsthal Waiter
Blackburn left last evening for his
home in Marion, Ky., While Judge
Evans and the other deputy marshal,
-Walter Bladew, left this morning at
1:4o o'clock for Louisville. Assist-
ant District Attorney M. H. Thatch-
er returned to Louisville yesterday
morning, he having finighed with all
the criminal cases here.
'Die afternoon at a o'clock Deputy
Marshal George Saunders, will leave
for the Atlanta, Ga., prison with H.
'B. Duncan who serves five years for
palming counterfeit money, and J. H.
Wihiarros, who gets eighteen months
for raising the denomination of paper
Money. Mk. L. W. Cosby, of Sedalia,
Ghee, County, arrives tifis morning
at 8 o'clock to 'accompany Deputy
Saunders to Atlanta, and help the
latter look after the prisoners duririg
trensit.
New Marshal Named.
By the next term of federal court
the new Unitied Statv Marshal, D.




TIES WITH JENNIE BON-
HAM DISSOLVED.
Additional Reasons Filed for New
'Fri.! in Suit ef Mrs. M. E.
Head Against Hodge.
Hugh Bonham was granted a di-
vorce in the cirittit court from Jennie
Mark Bonham.
The defendarst filed a demurrer to
amended petition in the litigation of
I... S. Tyern 'against L. F. Wallace.
Ella Hayrick was given judgment
against James P. Holt for .eetlit.48
in the suit of the West End Improve-
ment company against R. G. Cald-
well. - it
ttMaster Commissioner Cecil Reed
filed a report of sale of property made
in the suit of Lena B. eox, ex parte.
Property was ordered sold in the
action of Thomas Curling against M.
A. Mitchell, administrator of John
C. Curling.
The defendant yesterday filed addi
tinnal reasons in asking for a new
trial of the 'nit of M. E. Heard, ad-
ministrator of P:ser }tea against
Cheat Hodge. Argu s were
made by the ettorneys on th sides
and many affidavits read, but the
judge has not yet passed the ques
eon of whether another hefting shall
be granted. This is the 'litigation
wherein Mrs. Head two weeks ago
got a jis,000 judgment against Hodge
on the ground that the latter assassi-
nated her husband near Clintentione
year ago, by shooting him Oki, eight.
Judge Reed will bring bisithil ferm
of court to a close next Sat y, in-
stead of one week from g
Saturday. The criminal term begins
the first Monday in next mouth.
Seed .for Supplies.
The Jackson Fourndry and efachine
company yeetertfay in the circuit
court filed suit against the Paducah
Toilet and Supply company for $75,
claimed doe for iron supplito the
foundry sold tee defendant.
POLITICS
ALDERMAN-ELECT MILLER TO
TAKE HIS SEAT THIS
EVENING
Attorney Graves Waiting for Return
of Judge Lightfoot Before
Warranting Officers.
This evening at the session of the
aldertnaMc board, Alderman-elect
W, T. Miller, the piano agillemissic
healer, will take his seat, he having
been chosen at the general election
the fine of this month to fill out the
unexpired term of Jeff Read. Read
went into office the first of this year,
but resigned, and Mayor Yeiter se-
lected Henry Orme to fill the place
until the election, when Mr. Metier
Was chosen to sit until the first of
January, 190e, which would be the
time for expiratioo of. Readei tenure
if the had stayed in.
Warrant Election Officers.
County Attorney Eugene Grates
Mated yesterday that they. would not
take nut war/ants against ehe• el c.
tion officers hawing no excuse for not
serving the fast election, until the re-
tern of Judge Richard Lightfoot
from Frankfort. where he hag gone
cm htninees. The latter it expected
to return today or tomorrow.
There are six warrants to be got-
ten' nut, and they charge the parties
with violating the state law that pro-
vides fines for precinct officers who
have no legal excuse for sot showing
up election day and serving as ap-
pointed for.
diepatehee from Washington D. C.
yesterday showing President Roose-
vette had selected him as Kentucky's
marshal for the federal governoient,
to sueceed the present maestal, A. D.
James. The change is effective De-
cember 17th, at which tipir Marehal
Jamie, will have closed a term of
eight years and four ino
Mr. Long was auditor fir Kentucky
under gpvernor Bradley. and selects
his deputy marehals. Major Saund-
ers is one of James' apdOintees, but
will stand for re-appointment for
four years under Long. As generally
the new. marehale afways hive o
shake-up aniongst theitteSeputies
when they go into office If cannot
yet be 'told vthether Maier Saunders
will secure 'the appointment.
The change of mlarshiale will not
effect Deptity Walter Blackburn,
however, as he leae been elected coun-
ty judge for ederien county, effective
the floe of next year, and is now pre
paring to resign his *purr/hip.
NOT PLEASED
PRESIDENT EXASPERATED
THAT O eACLES SHOULD
ARISE TO CANAL.
Little Weight Will Be Given
Opinion of Consulting En-
gineers.
=Mein. yOL 22, NO. 173
STOP A GRAFT ,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
LABOR VOTE DOWN AD-
VERTISING FAKES.
to The Souvenir Programs and Other
Similar Schemes Are Declared
Shams and "Blackmail."
'Washington, Nov. 22.—The sum-
miming of Chief Engineer Stevens
from the isthmus is regarded tore as
maleng it additionatly apparent that
the Nnarna canal commission, the
secretary of war and the president are
not going to accept the recommen-
dation for a sea level canal. Mr.
Stevens is about as determined an op-
ponent of the sea level idea as there
is connected with the work, according
to reports which come , from high
authority.
*After he took charge of the work
he .went over the rough estimate
which had been made by his pre-
decessor, John F. Wallace, of the cost
end time of construction of different
types of canals, amid came to the con-
clusion that 'Wallace etas wrong.
President Roosevelt is said to be
exasperated that the advisory board
should have added to the difficulties
of arhe situation at this time by mak-
ing such a report, and especially is
he 'represented as displeased with the
American army engineer who joined
with the other advocate's of a sea
leml canal. However, if Gen. Davis
Fm telcen the other side the result
would not heve been changed. The
majority would still have been for the
tide water ditch. •
Not Given Great Weight.
It is made plain now that the re-
port of the advisory board will not
be given great weight. There is noth-
ing sacred about it in view of the
people who are confronted with the
real responsibility for building a
canal.
It is pointed out as significant that
the president has all the necessary
power under the Spooner act to de-
cide this question of types, provided
he decides- in favor of a lock canal.
That was what the Spooner act
contemplated. He can proceed to
build a lock canel without any new
law, but to change to a tide level
one will require new legislation. This
eh:pc is urged as a potent reason why
no -serious attention will be paid to
the advisory report.
There is excellent authority for the
statement today High the president is
determined to adopt such a course as
will enable him to push the canal
with the minimum of new legislation.
It is only necessary for him to se-
cure the passage of an act appropriat-
ing from tbefunds provided under
the bond-issuing clause of the Spoon-
er act, money to carry forward the
work after Dec.
Criticise Gen. Davis.
At present there are no funds avail-
able for this purpose, but an estimate
asking for eth,000poo hes been for-
warded to the treasury department.
This, will provide for the immediate
need*, and an estimate for the next
fiscal year will be submitted later, it
is stated.
It is announced that the president
is satisfied with the work of the cons.-
mission ance that he will ask neither
its abolition nor its reorganization.
'Representative Menu of Illinois, is
a 'member of the house committee on
foreign and interstate commerce and
has been one of the foremost canal
men in the country. lie took a fall
out of Gen. Davis and Engineer Burr
of the advisory board of engineers for
advocating a sea level canal.
"It as-as largely upon the' recom-
mendation of thee two men for a
lock canal that the panarna route was
finally selected. Now after consulta-
tion wirb the five foreign engineers,
ttiee change their opinion and recom-
nand a WO level canal, which will
cost many millions mere."
Canal Report to President.
Washington, Nov. 22.—The sub-
committee of three members, with
Gen. Davis as chairman, which was
appointed from among the members
of the board of consulting engineers
of the Isthmian canal to draw up a
rough plan for the report to Presi-
dent Roosevelt, will hold a session
today. Tomorrow the full board will
meet and consider some minor (mese
lions, which have come tip since it
reached its final conclusion last Sat-
*day.
The last meeting of the board will
take place Friday, and it is expected
that that meeting will 'have a more
or tees formal aspect, and than Gen.
Davis will make a street 'perch,
thanking the members for their ef-
forts and bidding the foreign dele-
gates farewee.
Although the board has differed in
its opinions, it can be stated that at
all meetings the utmost good fellow-
ship prevailed. No certain titmice has
ekt been made for the member who
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 22.—The prin-
cipal feature of Tuesday's sessions of
the American Federation of Labor
came in the afternoon when the sec-
tion of the grievance committee's re-
port was presented asking for the
abolition of the souvenir program in
commotion with the union labor
event*. Smaller labor union's through
out the country are charged with
grafting, forgery and threatening
theie employers with strikes and boy
volts in getting out souvenir books
for Labor Day and other occasions.
Many of the leading delegates to
the convention, including President
Samuel Gomperg, talked on the ques-
tion and, While the names of the la-
bor unions against which the charges
weer made were not uncovered, labor
leaders M every city were accused of
the practice. A resolution was offer-
ed and adopted condemning the issu-
ing of. souvenir books by the labor
unions and hereafter it is likely that
none will be issued.
Country Delegates Opposed.
The exposure colic about as a re-
suit of a resolutiom offered condemn-
ing Philadelphia Central Labor
on for using advertisements of
fir lviroToe names had been placed
on the "unfair list" in the souvenir
program issued last Labor Day.
Some of the delegates from small
toilette were opposed to the resolution
prohibiting the issuing of the souven-
ir books, claiming that it was in this
manner that the bulk of the money
used by the organizations was raised.
Finally one of the delegates accused
those having charge of the Federa-
tionist, the official organ of the feder-
ation, of applying the same methods,
but e vigorous denial was made by
President Gonteers, who is editor of
the paper. He said that the Feline-
trontireilder got oat souvenirs and
challegned any of rite delegates to
expose any corruption in connection
with the publication of the paper.
SULTAN NOT TROUBLED.
Satisfied Naval Demonstration by
Powers Won't Take Place.
Ct stantinople, Nov. 22.—Neither
the . 
pe 
cific details of the powers'
thre*ened naval demonstration nor
its ipparent imminence so far have
been able to disturb the Sultan's
equanimity. He continues satisfied
that ehe demonstration will never
take place, as his advisers assure him
that the rivalries of the demonstra-
tors will render the whole thing abor-
tive. Adbut Hatred knows, besides,
that to blockade the Dardanelles
would seriously injure the grain trade
, while to blockade
j ca would hurt
commerce. .
Your correspondent understands
that the ambassadors We still par-
leying with Porte ovEr the details of
Macedonian financial; control. This
means an interminable delay, so that





DENVER BANK IS HELD UP.
Two Masked Ken Force Cashier to
Give Them es,000.
Deemer, Col., Nov. 22.—Twr, armed
and ernislied men forced Cashier Ga-
briel Jones of the South Denver bank,
a small concern, to deliver to there
$2,000, all the cash in the safe, yester-
day. Then they fled in a buggy. A
man and woman who entered the
hank while the robbers were there
were made to stand with their faces
to the wall.
Gherryvak, NOV. 22. —Fit e
Wednesday night supposed to have
been caused by burglars dynamiting
a safe in the Legg Bell Lumber com-
pany caused a kiss of $75,000.
Daneilte, III., No's. 22.—An at-
tempt to blow the safe in Campboi
Brothers' packing-house office early
Tuesday was abandoned after the
building had beeneset on fire. During
the excitement the safe in Jones' funi-
tare store was shattered and tea
taken.
Apple Causes Man's Death.
La Crosse, Wise, Nov. 22 —Cart
Winter, a prominent contractor.
choked on a piece of apple in the
business section of city Tuesday. He
died a few hours later.
will go to Europe in Jansaffy to meet
the European delegates for a final ar-
rangement of the report, but it is
very likely that Gen. Davie will be
selected. ,
• • .• .
SENATE BODY
HEARING EXPRESSIONS THE
STATE OVER AS TO REV-
ENUE LAWS.
REVOLUTIONISTS
Disturb Conditions in Pan-
ama, Reports Say
Justice Richard Barber Went Up As SOMETHING DOING,Itereseeesees et e" eee
_ 1:0Teau nieue
Justice Richard J. Barber yesterday
returned front Lerington, Ky., wherehe has been several days as the rep-
resentative of this county govern-
ment, appearing before the state sen-
etc committee that is preparing to
frame its report that will be sub-
mitted to the next legislature the
coming January, (recommending cer-
tain changes regarding taxation and
revenue for Kentucky. Mr. Barbber
expressed to the body the views of.
the local county government, and
gave them whatever suggestions he
possibly could.
' At the last meeting of the general
assembly, composed of state senators
and legislators from over the com-
monwealth, a committee of senators
was selected for the purpose of hold-
ing meetings at different cities over
Kentucky, and have trefore them
public otteciale, to give suggestions
and informetioh, that will show why
changes should be made in the man-
ner of taxing property,, collecting
taxes, arid in fact about all manner
of revenue ditrAved by the state.. This
committee has, been &gathering first
at one place and then anothee hear-
ing what the people had to suggest in
this line. Their final conference will
be public officials of that section have
to say, and also noting what
changes they desire in the laws, the
state senators will then begin going
over all the suggestions made them,
end frame up their report for sub-
mission to the legislature the coming
Janunry term.
The committee is composed of
eight senators, with Senator Carnaack
as the chairman, and they bear mg-
gestions from everybody, and if it
is deemed advisable to recomnsend
any of the desired changes in the
Ilstatar1awr,011he ceinamittee includes
tie* in its report
'There *t4irtrrdi, of alterations
suggested some places wanting
lama passed est tre essets personal
'property, some wanting the city and
comity tax cdffector to he the seinie
party, and in tact- expressions too
mniverous to mention.
Justice Barber was sent up there
by the fiscal court of this county.
BIC SMITH SUIT
JUDGte BUSH, OF HOPKINS-
VILLE, HERE TO OFFI-
CIATE
rtawyers Are Making Up Their Plead
ins,. but Action Will Net Be
Tried Until January.
Judge Clarke Bush, of Hopkins-
ville, Ky., is now in the city in ca-
pacity of special judge to try the, im-
portant suit of Joseph Smith against
James P. Smith, administrator of the
estate of the late Captain James R.
Smith. The attorneys in the proceed
ing arc now before him fixing up
their documents preliminary to enter
ing into trial, but the bearing will
net be granted until sonic time dur-
ing January of next year, as the law-
yers and principals to the litigation
are not ready for trial now.
Judge Reed, of the circuit court
here, refused to try the suit, and the
governor then chow Judge Bush, as
special judge to bear same and ren-
der a decision. He arrived here yes-
terday morning, and en armouricing
he was ready to hear the action, the
lawyers commenced filing their re-
pees, demurrers, answers, tee, and
will firrish this neurning. The judge
will then take the papers and con-
tinue the suit over until the next term
of court, which occurs in the coming
January, when a full trial will be giv-
en and verdict rendered.
The litigation is one of the most
important actions, ever instituted here
ag it looks towards recovery of an ire
terest in foo,000 worth of property
held by the late Captain James .R.
Smith. The plaintiff, Joiierth Smith,
is the youngest son at the late cap-
tain, and claims that during the life
of big father, the latter got him to
transfer his interest to the parent in
about teo,000 or Es0000 worth of
property located 'here in the city.
James P. Smith is lye eldest son of
the deceased, and administrator of
his father's estate, which the other
son now sues, seeking to have get
aside and *flared as anti and void
the deed wherein JO Smiths trans.-
lets his PeePeete illteellite to his
fatliee. 
4 • • 1 4. .• 4
Panama Canister Has, Inforinatiors
Which He Withholds for the
Time, Hoping- for Change.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
MAY TAKE A HAND.
L.• H. Farriham, of counsel for the
Panama legation, said last night that.
if eerie is a revolution it is the work
of a few 'hot heads. •
"The leaders of the revolutionary
party," he continued, "are Pablo
Aroseinena and Dr. %mates, and if
they shlould succeed in gettingcon-
trol of the government they would be
able to athninister as satisfactorily
as any persons in she republic. But
I am quite confident the authorities
will be able to quell any disturb-
ances that may occur."
Can Suppress It.
The instructions of Governor Ma-
gon authorize him to take such meas-
ures for the protection of American
life and* property as he may deem
necessary. There are marines on the
isthmus, and he may employ them if
he eoneiders their services desirable.
The president, It can be said, has
no intention of permitting Panama to
develop into a cerronicalfy revolution,-
tory republic, like Colombia, for ex-
ample. Such a condition would be
prejudicial to the United Statec and
would hamper the American authori-
ties in the construction of the canal.
Chicago, November 22.—A dispatchto the Tribune from Washington
says: Officials here were considerably
concerned last night over resorts ofa revolutionary otitbreak in Panama.
The state and war departmenis
claimed to be wittout confirmation,
but Senor Otradia, the Pananian Min-
ister, had heard something which he
eie not feel authorized in making
public because later information






New York, Nov. 22. —Geo. W. Per
kins, partner of J. P. Morgan, and
vice president of the New York Life
Insurance company, arrived here
from Europe on the Kaiser Wilhelm
Der Grosse last night. Asked whether
he had seen judge Andrew Hamilton,
wanted as a witness in the lairislative
insurance investigation, abroad, Mr.,
Perkins said:
"No, I did not see Mr. Hamilton..
I did not go for the purpose of seeing
him. I did not *ant tb we him, and
I had no instructions to we him. My
visit to Europe did not concern hem
at all."
As to the Russian loan and finan-
cial matters in general, Mr. Perkins
wa sexceeding reticent. "Reports that
have come front Russia are very
much exaggerated," he said, "and the
situation is net nearly .as bad as it is
painted."
"Did you really have to charter a
boat and pay a large turn in order to
get away from St. ferteriburg?"
Perkins was asked.
"There is not a word of truth in
thiehe stolid," was the reply. I if
no trouble in getting out of St. Pe-
tersburg, and there was no treeeon
for any hurry."
FORCED TO SIGN TREATY.
Premier Tried to Escape, but Wan
Stopped by Troops.
London, Nov. ea.—The Tokio cor-
respondent of the Daily Telegraph
says that the naval plans of Jaime
include the formation of a special
squadron to cruise in the louthens
seas as far as Singapore. The SS TOO
correspondent sate:
The details of the negotiations at
Seoul show that the Koreans had no
alternative but to accept the treaty
drawn by Japan. The premier tried
to escape from the palace but was
prevented by Japanese gendarmes.,
He still persisted in his refusal to
sign the protocol wberetspon the em-
peror distnisne-d him. Several othen
ministers resigned but the emperor
refused to accept their resignations.
Gen. Hasegawa, mew commander of
the Japanese troops in Korea, will be









Rev. Fields Wants New Building
Erected on Southwest Corner
of Fifth and Tennessee.
Within the next flew days there will
be closed the deal for safe of the
property now occupied by the Third
street Methodist church congregation
s The property win be disposed of to
certain parties and then the congre-
gation will build their church on the
southwest corner of Fifth and Ten-
nessee streets, which is about seven
blocks closer towards- the center of
the city than their present quarters.
The church was organized at its
present location some ten years ago,
and has a flourishing congregation of
several hundred members to which
additions are being made right along
under the able direction of Rev.
Peter Fields, who is one of the most
forceful and energetic workers that
ever had pastoral charge of the flock
He realize a that the present location
of the church could be improved up-
on, as it is right in a place which
cannot be built up, as mills and the
river are on one side, and big &allows
around over on Fourth street, over
which the town cannot spread trntil
the ravines are filled up. He has been
t
e
-orking for some weeks on the pro-
ct to sell the present property and
buy at Fiats and Tennessee and put
the building up at the latter intersec-
tion. He had deeds chawn up be-
fore he went to the copferenee, but
bn departing for that place matters
were load ibp until his return, when
Ili has nolt again taken up the ques-
tion and is rapidly pushing things to
a successful completion.
- It has not yet been fully decided
to start the new church right away,
pr wait until next spring, it being
how so late in the season and there




In a recent address before the
West End Woman's club Congress-
man C. B. Landis, of Indiana, taking
as his subject "American Politics," se-
lected two classes of his fellow citi-
zens for denunciation, one being the
people who took no interest in poli-
tics and %ebony neglected their civic
duties and the other the independent
voters.
"There is corruption in the great
dities," he said, "and why? Becauie
tliere are so many men who take no
inerest in politics. They are robbed
and I hope they will continue to be
robbed until they are forced to in-
terest themselves in their country's
welfare. I do not take much interest
in the independent voter either. He
is the man who looks for corruption
and is &appointed if he does not find
it. Hie ehowd join one of the poli-
tical parties and bend a hand in work-
ing against corruption."
At first sight it may look a little
arrange that Mr. Landis should
couple together these two classes for
the same denunciation, but it gs per-
fectly
Prcle;hBoth os preiatilia be over-
whelmed wide grief at the alleged twi-
venal corimition of the country. One
chills is completely paralyzed by it
awl the other is graded into some
sort of guerrilla warfare against it.
but their inepiratioa, their motives
apr/ their raison deter are the same.
ine is as 
despicableAs Mr. Landis potted out, chest
as the other.
tiro reprobate classes do harm in twit
ways. In the first place, they greatly
exaggerate and esissepresent the
amount of political corruption exist-
ing in the country. There is prob-
ably less of it now than ever ,before,
and they make the impression &at
there is a great deal more of it. They
inoculate their neighbors children
and dependents with this idea
and in that way make
them pessimistic, indifferent and
unpatriotic. This is 'the method
by which they propogate their epcies
of people whom society has tri carry
along as a dead weight.
In the second place, they do less
than anybody the to cure the corrupt
conditions of wlric'h they complain.
The independent thinks be is the light
of the world, the salt of the earth and
the only existing social antiseptic, but
his history and performances do not
justify the claim.
He has occasinnally, we admit,
done a good job, but as a general
thing he has either throws away his
influence Sc a citizen and accom-
plished nothing whatever or else be
has accomplished something unwise
and mischievous.
If a man is imbued with public
spirit, the civic pride and superfluous
initiative and is burning to pet them
to a good use the best thing be can
do is to join a respectable political
party and identify himself with a
poliOral machine.
If theo. is anything wrong he will
then be at the very heart of thing*** to
iset it right One courageous man
_With gOod principles can do .as moth
'to defeat corruption in this way as
it n such men can do by a halt and
a free larrce.
Mr. Landis ought to be incited to
repeat hie address in every city.
The Rev. J. S. Lord, aged ninetp-
seven, the oldest alumnus of Yale,





There Was Before Him in Police
Court Only Two Cases, Both
Charging Drunkenness.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Judge Sanders ordered that
Chief James Collins, of the Police
force, next Saturday sell the sow pig
that was taken up on the streets by
the police. This is the first swine
ordered sold for many months in the
court, as none have been caught run-
ning at large. On account of some
people not understanding why a pig
can be sold by the court for running
at large .on the public highways, and
the cow ordinance is invalid, Judge
Sanders remarked that the higher
courts have decided that a pig can be
sold, or any other animal, while the
cow ordinance provides that the own
en of the animal is to be fined, there-
fore trricortstitutional.
The judge had only two othtr
cases before him yesterday outside of
the pig proceeding. Both were for
drunkenness, fines of $t being assess-
ed against Mike Reeser and Ed Nib-
lett. Reeser is the German who was
too drunk to give his name when ar-
rested Tuesday evening, and was reg
istered upon the book as "Germany."
One Honest Mtn In Church.
(Kansas City Journal.)
-A reacher at the conclusion of one
of his sermons said: "Isekitt in the
house who are paying tr debts
stands up." Instantly every man,
woman mid child, with 4he exception,
rose tag fbeir feet. The preacher
seated ihi'm all and said: "Now ever
man not paying his debts stand up."
The exception noted, a careworn,
hungry-looking individual, clothed in
a last year's suritmer suit, slowly as-
sumed a perpencliculat position.
"1--iw is it, my frieuds'hasked the
niniSter, "that you are fife only man
not to meet his obligations?" "I run
a newspaper," ha meekly answered.
"and the brethren who stood up are
nay subscribers, and—" "Let us
pray," exclaimed the preacher
No Typical American Mien?
"Where is the typical American
man found?" cries ap Alabama lady,
"East, North, West, or South?"
Where, indeed? There is no typical
American man. There is the Arnesi-
can woman, and the man is her mas-
culine accompanitnent, but not equiv-
alent. The American man has cer-
tain characteristics, no doubt, that are
specially his, and the _type of him is
supposed to inhabit most frequently
the Middle West, although no other
region would acknowledge this, es-
pecially New England and the Smith.
Since the United States became cots
mopolitan in ingredients there has
never been an agreenient on what
style of male formed the type, but
nobody has ever doubted the Ameri-
can woman's distinctiveness or pre-
eminence. She has tubbed off corners
since Daisy Miller died in Rome, but
she has not changed anything e men-
fiat, Heaven be praised for that. We
have differences enough. Opinions
vary on the tariff, the proper diet for
-babiss, imperialism, railway-rates, and
literature; about Our women no yawn-
ing chosen of opinion could potsibly
3 and as to the whereabouts andno of her average consort. what
doti it matter where or what he is?
The Plague of Words.
(New York Tribune )
President Roosevelt's warning
agranst excessive letter-writing in the
gaututalanent service is timely and
sho,1!! be heeded. No one whcostml-
ies the methods even of private busi-
ness can fail to he impressed with the
tendency to excessive correspondence.
Books are published today in vast
numbers, less because authors have
anything to say tlia:•. •arcause printing
is easy and cheap a. the presses
have to be kept at work. Sc, too, the
typewriters click out folio after folio
in public offices, not because there is
any real reason for that amount of
esaine, bet because th machinery for
prachreing it is at hand. The courts
complain that they are overwhettrred
with velurninous records on the ap-
peal of cases of no Nicene trniportance
than those which of former days con-
sidered with a record of a few brief
pages before them The steno-
grapher, the typewriter and the print-
ing press are invaluable agents of
civilization, but they have their draw-
backs. 'They have inundated us with
a plague of words and we wiati that
curtailenerst in government service
could, be ban the 'beginning of re-
form.
Naming the Baby.
What are you going to call the
baby?" asked a feminine visitor to a
Wtst End young mother.
"Well, John wants him called
Jternen, my mother-in-law desires
George, my mother Shows a prefer-
ence for Algernon, while I, myself,
am in favor of Percival."
"Don't cull the. kid Percival, Si',"
broke in her small brother, "for if
you all do the gang in the street
will guy the life out of him. He'll
have to wear long curb and dress in
velvet, and how tan he make rriud
pie• and fight other kids if he wears
them duds. Calf him MhIc*."
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General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Mace 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
THANATOPSIS
WILL BE RECITED BY MR.
JOSEPH DESBERGER FOR
THE ELKS
He Is a Very Versatile and Learned
Man Who Followed the Stage
for Many Years.
The arrangements committee for
the Elks' memorial services at The
Kentucky the first "Sunday in Decem-
ber, have entirely completed their
program which was finished in one
respect, that regarding who would
recite Thanatopsis during the cere-
monies. Mr. Joseph Desberger has
been 'elected for this, and the choice
is a wise one, as be is one of the
most *effective and versatile speakers
of this city.
Mr. Desberger is the well known
clothing merchant who before com-
ing here to locate followed a theatri-
cal career for a number of years and
reached an eminent position on the
stage, filling many important parts
v.ith leading companies the country
Over, and. it was a source of much
regret to his friends following the
thespian art when he abandoned the
profession. Mr. Desberger took part
in the Red Men's minstrel two years
ago, and was the leading feature of
the entertainment that was witnessed
by several hundred at the lodgeroom
on North Fourth street.
He is a Very entertaining talker
of high education, and his part com-
bined with the balance of the pro-
gram will form a very interesting CCT
lemony for that afternoon.
Stenographer and Dictator.
,A young woman stenographer in
a wholsale business house has jnst
tried an experiment on 'her boss, the
rest of which is still a matter of
dottbt. Her employer complained
recently. (hat very important sent-
ence had 14elrensitted from a let-
ter hyolatd 4ietated to her. 'Re girl
would have liked to have defended
her mistake by pointing out that the
dictation was always very ragged;
that she had sometimes great difficul-
ty in selecting from the great flow
of language what nag intended for
the letter and what was indulged in
merely as a relief to the dictator's
feelings. She did not dare to do this,
however, and receiver) the complaint
in silence. The next letter she wrote
ran something like this: "Date this
one yesterday. Deer Sir: I regret
extremely that your order was de-
layed, but on NoVember—leet see;
hang it all! What day was it that
Epson said he'd let us have that stuff?
Oh, yes? the 3d—on Novernbee 3.
There was not a pound of the quality
you wanted on the market. We can
send you immediately all you want
of grade No. a•—let's see, didn't he
say he'd take that? Yes, Kindly ad-
-vise us at once. There, that ought to
pacify. him!" When the employer
read this he was only mildly amtteed
and the girl isn't sure -"Nether she
will be hunting easier work or not.—
New Orleans. Times-Democrat
Important Changes of 'rime of South
ern Railway.
On Friday, December est, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Southern
railwtay trains will become effective:
No. i, now leaving Louisville at
7:40 a. m., will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. m., will depart at 3:35 p. m.
No. 23, now leaving Louisville at
7:25 p. m., will depart at 7:15 p. in.
No. 24, now leaving Lexington at
6 P. M., will depart at 5:40 p. tTI
No. 2, now leaving Lexington at
5:30 p. an., will depart at 5 p. m.
Corresponding change, will be
made at loral stations, and passen-
gers Intending to use these trains
thnirld consult ticket agents for com-
plete information. •
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P, A'.
THE NEXT NATIONAL HOUSE.
Democrats Will, It is Clear, Will Not
Be in It.
In the House that is to be -called
to order here the fret Monday in be-
cember the Ohio Democrats will have
one member only---tHarvey Cable
Garber—who was elected last ye ttr by
nearly 4,000 majority over his, op-
ponent. Mr. Garber was then and is
now the Chairtee, and is looked upon
as a shrewd political manager. He is
now serving his second term.
There will be but *one Democrat
from the great state of Illinois, only
two will be on hand from Indiana.
And the Democrats will not have a
single member in the following dele-
gations: Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,
Michigan, California and Nebraska.
'Front these states the Democrats
will have only one House representa-
tive: New Jersey, West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and Whconsin. They
have only three members from all
New England, and the number of
Democrats in congress from New
York is only eleven out of a delega-
tion of thirty-seven. The remarkable
political upheaval, that gave President
Roosevelt his great majorities last
year caused the Democrats to lose so
mangrof the districts former'', regard-
ed entirely safe for the party. The
most dreadful slaughter for the Dem-
ocrats was in Missouri, due largely
to the fact that thousands ,,f cranky
-Democrats refined to enthn-e over
the candidacy pf Judge Parker for
president. The best informed people
have no idea that Missouri next year
will send nine epublicans to the
House and only seven Democrats, as
is now the case. The Republicans in
the last Home had only one Repub-
lican from Missouri, end he is from a
St. Louis district. The Republicans,
when things are normal politically in
11̀ dissouri, cannot- taltritt on vatting
more than teo .pec three Of the_glis
tricts.
Congressman Viii l)user of Nevada
will occupy a unique positinn in being
the rutty.. Iaernocrat from a vast
stretch it country extend, as ha
likes ti t it. from Kansas City on
to the Pacific Slope and clear on to
the Van Zinser
humorously declares that when staat-
ters come up in his seciion, so vast
in area, and the Democrats have to
caucus together, he wilt- rot have
much trouble in finding out just how
he stands on the leading questions of
the day.
THROAT WAS SLASHED.
Lex. Farley, of .M''field, Serious' •
Cut :r a Row.
- —
Mayfield, Ky., Nov. 22—There was
trouble brewing over on the east side
of the square last night. Several
farmer.; and trityn feldows were drink*
ing and got into a difficulty. When
it was over, a bricklayer named Lea
Farley had a long and dangerous cut
in his throat.
It is not known who wielded the
knife but Burnett Beasley and Ike
'Crowder were arrested charged with
the offense. Their trial is set for-
Thursday morning.
The wound in Farley's throat is
not deep enough to be necessarily
fatal, but it is a dangerous one, ex-
tending nearly from ear to ear, and
narrowly missed cutting into the
jugular vein.
State Superintendent James II.
Firm:a, in his report to the general
assettabily, *lin Inge estahlidhing a
normal, school at Frankfort. It has
been 'suggested that the old Capitol
buildings be used for this purpose
Theodore Gross, a 'Chicago promo-
ter, is being held under $5o,000 bond
at South Bend, Ind., to answer
charges of .fraud preferred by 'Richard
Poison, hi& former partner.
Williatn R. Estes, United States
comment at Zittatt, Germany, died at
that place. He was formerly from
Princeton, Ind,
r. _ ., of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of dat, the members of your
household are constantly risking their
health. Defective plumbing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help bLt be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made.,
namely "toadied" Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet ',Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
•"1!"!
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Do you want a first class Job by an
expert !workman? If you do ,take
It to
3o1,n 3. 13teich, 3eweltr.
224 Broadway, Paducah, By.
J E. COULSON,
LUMBING...
Steam annot Water Heating,
Phone 133. 52'.0 Broadway.
•444.4.-444.44+++++4.44+4444.44444.4.—+.444+44-44
 1••• 
THE GLOBE BANK Si TRUST CO
Of Pacium.h, Kentucktf.
Capttfil and Surplus $115/5,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts aIl regular banking business.. Solidts your deposits. Pays 4
paw cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Ike
proof vault fee rent at $3 to Sto per year as to aisle. You carry your owls
key and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAIN& ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, t6oe TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine -modern hotel is now open under a :new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best. accommodations get:reasonable rates




General C .:tage Basirv--ss,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2ndiand Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liab4ity, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Plume 369,. - Residence Phone 726





















































































































































The Equitable, New York Life and




New York, Nov. 21. —United States
Senator Thomas C. Platt testified as
a witneas before the insurance inve..-
tigating committee today. Senator
Platt saicb that the Equitable society
contributed $io,000 a year to the Re-
publican state campaign fund.
Senator Platt said the contributions
were in cash and were sent by rnes-
eenger to his office, and he turned
them over to the state committee.
They were unsolicited, he said.
Senator Platt said that $to,000 was
frequently paid as an annual contri-
bution to the state campaign fund,
but that it wasanot a regular thing
and that he could not remember the
years in which it was paid.
Also Contributed.
The New York Life Insurance
company, be said, also contribieed,
but not nearly so much. No other
insurance companies contributed so
far as he knew. Senator Platt said
he aas expected in return for the
contributions to influence' ' legislation
when any measures were hostile to
the insurance companies. He addfd
that he does not know Andrew Ham-
ilton, nor anything about Hamilton's
activity before the legislature. He
knew nothing about .2.Andn-ve C.
FSelds, who represented the Mettle
Life Insurance company at Albany.
Senator Platt said also that he had
received frequent contributions of
$10,000 each from the Mutual Life
Insurance conspany.
Rambunctious Man. •
:John A. Nichols, a lawyer and quar-
antine commissioner of the port of
New York from ifilio to 1892, who
wrote the letters to Senator Chant,-
coy M. Depew in behalf of his "friend
giallo vatsally gets around at this time
of tbe year," and whom he wrote was
getting "rambunctious" and needed
s help, was the first witness before the
conwn;ttee today. Much interest has
been aroused by the reading of Nicht--
ois letters to Senator Depew on Fri-
day. The senator was not able to re-
who Mr. Nichols' friend was.
Before Mr. Nichols was placed on
thistand Mk. Hustles, counsel for the
Committee, announced that the exam-
ination of George H. Squire of the
Equitable society, which was con-
ducted by a sub-committee on Satura
day, had not been completed, owing
to Mk Squire's ill health, and that it
was deemed expedient to withhold
the publication of Mr. Squire's depo-
sition until it was completed.
Employed by Company.
Mr. Nichol, was then called. As
shown by vouchers under observa-
tion by the committee on Friday, Mr.
'Nichols received retainers from the
, Equitable Life Assurance society.
/ When he went before the committees
today he testified that he had been) 
employed by the Equitable society
4 for twenty to twenty-five years under
an annual retainer of $1,000, and said
he is still under at retainer.
Recently he was employed by thr
Manual Life Insurance company. He
said be was consulted by officers of
the Equitable society on matters not
connected with the legislature in
1904
One of the matters entrusted to
bins was that of W S. Manning, of
Albany. The witness said that Man-
ning, who had been an actuary, was
employed by certain people to being
charges against the Equitable society
that the reserve was not as large as
it ought to be. Manning was paid
$45o, said Mk. Nichols, "so that he
would be favorable to the company."
Look Like Bribes.
(Witness later said tali, was paid to
iteep Manning from being employed
dligainst the company. He thought
these payments had been made over
a period of' fifteen years. Sometimes
these payments reached $65o. Other
paymetr s were made to a man named
Kerr, a correspondent of a New
York paper, now dead. Kerr was
paid certain 801116 for two or three
years, but the sums were not men -
:tinned by the witnees.
The vouchers signed by Mr. Nich-
ol, were groduced. A payment of
$6,000 July I, 18139, witness could not
member, but answering Mk. HughesE
said he thought it was to enable
to pay somebody else. The
vouchers' dated October, 1:•:.:, for $6,-
714, and July t, 1890, for $61000, wit-
ness was also unable to explain, but
thought he could remember later,
when he had refreshed his memory.
Referred to Yenning.
The letter of the witness to Sena-
tor Depew, dated December, t896,
relative to "our friend who gets
around at this time of the year," was
read to the witness and he said it re-
ferred to Manning. He wrote to
Senator Depew because the senator
was on the finance committee of the
Equitable society, and that he ex-
pected the senator to turn the letter
over to the executive officers.
I SALE OF FASHIONABLE
S  ITS and OVERCOATS 
,t
•••••• A prominent eastern maker whose name is known from one end of the land
to the other, sold us for cash his entire sample line of 600 of the highest
grade of ready-for-service Suits and Overcoats at the greatest price conces-
sion ever gained on such a transaction. Everyone is familiar with the
fact that sample garments are very superior to the regular lines because it
is but natural that the maker should put his very best workmen on gar-
ments which are ezhibited to the greatest clothes critics of the country.
This proposition takes in about 20 lines
of high class suits and overcoats in the
very latest styles and materials such as
fine wool, nobby Scotch plaids mixed
tweeds and cassimeres. Sizes for men,
34 to 42 chest measure, and for young
men 16 to 20 years. Don't form an
opinion of these smart clothes until you
see them, then you will pick one out




These are garments of distinction and character, such as the average tailormight well be proud of. Smart Scotches, Worsteds, Tweeds, Fancy Mixtures,and Blacks, with large lapels, Swagger form fitting coats, with single vents.Single and Double Breasted styles; clothes of like character are being priceddaily for $15. Your cash buys one here for .. .. $10.00
The best dressed men in our city today are wearing similar garments to theseand they have paid much more money for them. These are magnificent mod-els of what good clothing should be. You will find everything that is ibest _ inthis line. Fancy Worsteds, Blacks, Blue Serges and Scotch Mixtures, $18
$20 is the regular price of these clothes at the credit stores. The cash will buy




• • • • • • • •
OUR PRICE
c3.0
Wham YouCarry A GRAND LEADER Bundle
Your friends know. you pay
For your Clothes. 
GRAND LEADERPOPULAR PRICED CLOTHIERS
323 BROADWAY PADUCAH, KY.
The letter of December 4, 1902, in
regard to "our rambunctious friend
from up the river," witness also said
referred. to Manning. Mr. Manning,
he said, wasted to know whether the
arrangement of yearly payments by
the Equitable society was to be con-
tinued. Witness said Manning went
into this arrangement under his
(Nichole)' persuasion. Mr. Nichols
said fie induced Manning to give up
his business as an actuary because
Manning had been antagonistic.
Long Ago.
Witness thought Mr. Manning was
connected with the investigation of
the companies in 1877, but he did not
know in what capacity. We di 4 mot
reca* that Mlanning threatened to
publish results of the investigation
that had not been made public.
Manning eiaimed, according to Mr.
Hughes, that he bad information of
that investigation which if published
would senionely affect the Equitable
society and M. Hughes askeS Mk.
MkNichols if that was not the reasod
this money was paid to Manning.
Witness had no recollection of this
point.
The name, of Pierson, Brocker,
Baiderson and numerous others in
vouchers on which payments were
made, witness said, wete false name%
used to at otect Manning and keep his
noir, out of the matter. During this
sante period, witnesses were employed
by- be Manual Lift in looking after
Manning," as Mr. Hughes tereted it,
and paid Manning for. the Mutual
sums like those paid -for by the
Equitable.
False Names.
The same system of using false
names to protect Manning was follow-
ed in his dealing with the Mutual.
For a time he received $1,000 also
from the New York life insurance
company, but they discontinued it
about ttatea. Witness said Manning
wanted "to follow up the New York
Life," but he "quieted him without the
use of additional money."
SIDE TRACK THE TARIFF?
(St. Louis Republic.)
Apart from the question whether
frenry M. Whitney of Boston
mispnderttood President Roosevelt's
position on Canadian reciprocity and
quoted him wrongly in the campaign
for Lieutenant Governor of Massa-
chusetts, it will not he easy to toxic-
ale tariff debate in the coming session
of congress.
The president seems greatly irritat-
ed at Mr. Whitney, but that is not the
only nor the real cause of his refusal
to discuss tariff changes with Gover-
nor D000111 and other Massachusetts
manuficturers who want down to
Witehinetoe.ao pleat for relief front
the tarifa on raw Materials. The same
appeal has oreviously been made by
letter to the president through Mr.
Curtis Guild, Jr., the Republican gov-
ernor elect of Massachusetts.
Whatever may be MT. Roosevelt's
personal feelings toward the Miassa-
chutretts men who pester him about
the tariff, the real reason for his re-
fines to discuss that endlesi. subject
at this time is his desire to make sure
of railroad freight- regulating legisla-
tion in the coming season. He has
set his heart upon this measure. His
sending of Secretary Taft to Ohio to
answer Senator Foraker's attack upon
this policy is proof that he means, to
let nothing stand in its way. Every-
thing else is subordinate and mint
wait
President Roosevelt's utterances of
the past two or three years indicate
plainly enough that he is not an
ardent tariff refornser, but it is not
unlikely that he would willingly list-
en to the grievance of Dingle3r tariff
victims if the attempt to give redress
did not ersdanger the policy which he
has made paramount.
'Hie knows; that if the ,tariff is taken
up at the beginning of she session the
last of it will not be heard before ad-
journment; therefore be would choke
off tariff until rates qquestion is dis-
posed of .
But it is not certain that he will sus
ceed. The Western demand for tariff
niodification so strongly voiced in the
Reciprocity convention at Chicago
in August is still urgent, lard behind
it are some millions of Western
fanners and manufacturers who will
not patiently be put off longer.
'Among the manufacturers of
Massachusetts, who are suffering






ion. the situation seems to be be-
coming acute, and they may be ex-
pected to continue pressing their
claims to attention upon congress re-
gardless of the president's veto upon
tariff discussion.
The Eastern demand for removal
of tariff from certain raw materials
produced mainly in the West and
South means, whenever it comes be-
fore congress, counter claims for free
manirfactored goods; and there are
not a few tariff reformers willing to
lend aid to any movement that
promises to open the whole tariff
question.
The president goges into the fight
with his big stick in had, and he will
have to use it freely before he quell.




Prolonged Conference of His Min-
isters Indicate.
Constantinople, NOV. at—The fre-
quent and prolonged conferences at
the council of ministers at the Yibliz
palace are believed to indicate prep-
arations to yielikin principle to tlre
demand of the powers for the accept-
ance of the financial reforms deciatal
upon for Macedonia.
'Probably, however, the Turkish
government With make further at-
tempts to secure modifications of the
plans before definite' yarranging thefall programme.
The arrival of the international
fleet at Piraeus is likely to hasten
the Turkish decision. The Russian
fleet has returned to Sebastopol from
a short cruise in the Black Sea.,
RAILROAD CONDEMNS
PROPERTY FOR TERMINAL
New York, Nov. 21 —The New
York & New Jersey Railroad com-
pany, which :has built two tunnel
tubes under the North river from
Jersey City to Morton street, is to
have, a big terminal station opposite
Greeky Square at Thirty-third street
and Broadway. Its terminal site will
comprise the block fronting on the
west side of Broadway from Thirty-
second to Thirty-third street and
Broadway. Its treminal site will
comprise the block fronting on the
west side of Broadway from Thirty-
third street. Millions will be spent
in building the terminal. Condemna-
tion proceedings to acqquire the
property required were instituted
yesterday.
President Roosevelt has emphati-
cally declined toagrant an interview
to 'Henry Mt Whitifey, of Boston,
wironv-he tetently accused of misrep-
resenting this statements in an ad-
dress last winter to a Mlassachusetts
committee which visited the White
House to discuss the reciprocity,
question.
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Though President Roosevelt refer-
red the question of the character
of the Ise!onus' of Panama canal to a
cummission of the leading engineers
oi the world and they decided upon
-'7.ea level basin it is report en from
Washington that the president don't
like the idea and may decline to
adopt the report or outoree it. It is
creditable to Mr. Roosevelt that he
has an alpinism of !his own, but when
be puts his ideas as to what shall be
, the kind of canal built across the
Panama against the sc.entific knowl-
edge and the personal investigation
of sub a consmisse.n as he named to
elicode this very important matter, he
ie putting kimseli-in a tee) coospicu-
cue attitude. The people will think
that if he did not intend to abide by
the decision of the commission or
think it competent to settle the ques-
tion for which it was named that he
should not 'have appointed it, but
saved the colliery the heavy expense
incurred.
An effort seems to be on foot to
draw W. B. Haldeman, of Louisville,
ioto the senatonal contest. Whether
the effort is a serious one or just an
attempt of some friends to pay Mr.
Hakloran an off-hand compliment is
not char. The matter in Senile sec-
bone is Wing treated too seriously no
doubt, and especially by those wino
are saying that it is an effort of the
Blackburnites and those who are de-
clasnee. it an effort of Paynter's sop-
/ . to complicate the contest and
the other fellow. A compli-
mentary debt may be due Mr. Halde-
man from the Louisville delegation
and this will likely be paidebut whin
this done the contest for senator
will rt or to where it is now- -be-
tween Nle-srs. Blackburn ane Payn-
tcr
elleeigh tie "coughed up" some
Very damaring facts as to himself
and ea; zy and the ;nonvoter: compan-
ies in giving hiv i.vidence before the
New York investigating.' conrnittet,
Seoater Jeatt 'Shad a failing memory'
about some other thing", wench the
committee wanted to know. Cut he
has already told enough to ioodetmi
himself in the eyes of the public and
his party, and the fact that he has
had to tectify under oath will not
Save him from political ignominy and
his party from condemnation. The
policy holders, too, will take their re-
venge on the insurance officials in
clue season without doubt
Odell, Platt and leepeve make a nice
trio of prominent men to be stood
up as witnesses in the insurance in-
vestigation and each seems tarred
with the stick of having assisted the
1)ffic:.al-s of the insurance companies
to gouge the policy holders and the
widows and orphans: of the decepsed
in-veetors out of many dollars theirs
in the way of dividend,. The trio
are all leading republican lights, of
course.
It is as good as settled that the
approaching legislature is going to
make some decided changes in the
revenue laws of the state. The sen-
ate committee has been holding gath-
ere - • :no central part of the
ste Li:Ng and talk ng over
fife DCVOS in this line with leading
citizens—those best /in position to
know the cheer* needed—and the
promise et that many of the objec-
tionable feature, of the present laws
will be eradicated. There is no more
important legislation which the gen-
eral asseenbl, could consider when in
session than the rertmie laws of the
state and nolo elech stands more
sadly in need of attention. The laws
Which furnish the revenues of the
state and counties and municipalities
should be the beet knowledge and
justice can supply.
The state election commissioners
should meet in Frankfort today to
tabulate and dclare the result of the
election held on the 7th. It was an-
nounced yesterday that only about
two-thirds of the returns were in and
that many clerks had neglected to
send in the vote on the constitutional
amendment. The people are anxious
for the announcement of the vote
taken, particularly as to the constitu-
tional amendment'.
Another aseirant for gubernatorial
eonors in. Tennessee has appeared on
the :hustings. The 'new candidate is
the Hon. John R., Bond, of Haywood
county, who is one of the leading
men of the state. This 'increases the
number of aspirants for the chief ex-
ecutiveship of the Volunteer State to
three, with a fourth a probability.
The outlook is for one of the warm-
est and most spirited canvasses in the
histoey of the state ere this contest
is settled.
There is a small revolution in the
Panama, say reports. The fact is
annoying to the Washington authori-
ties arid has called forth the state-
ment that Presickno.Roiosevelt will
not stand any chronic fooliehness On
the Isthmus. This government's in-
tercet is not to be subjected to any
faction's whims is the statement.
ENGINEER CUT
TRIAL OF CHARLES PARKER
COMES UP AT MAYFIELD.
Today Attempt Will Be Made by
Wrecker and Dredgeboats to
Relic Sunken Engine.
Engineer J. W. lecerbitt, of the Illi-
nois' Central railroad, yesterday
nvorning went to Mayfield to testify
in Ow circuit court against Charles
Parker, the nefro who so serioushe
cut the former several months ago,
and made his escape, but was after-
wards captured.
Bobbitt's engine was standing on
the track there %/eine to carry out
the circus of Stan brothers, sehteh
showed at Mayfield that eay. The
engineer was recenirer asleep upon a
baggage truck, %Oben Parker can up
and awakening hit," asked for a
match. Babbitt had none, informed
the negro to thiseeffect, and dropping
his head, sa1ertr to -sliep again. In a
few moments Parker siibke him again
for a match, and Bobbitt this time
to'd the eksrky to get out or there
would be trouble. At this Parker
drew a long, sharp-edgen knife, and
with one slash lain wide open the
cheek and. neck of the engineer, who
laid up in the hosonnl Many' weeks
from the injury. Parker gdot away,
hut was caught, and tl•.eri taken to
the Murray jail for safekeeping, the
feeling against teen VrViri WI strong for
the untalled for cutting, that birching
wits feared. Last week Sheriff
Harris of Ilayfied went to efeirray
after T'arker who was taken back
:yr the elm firm, gliALE hint
Raise Engine.
Today an attempt eve; be made to
rake the submerged switch engine
of the I. C. the river at the
incline cradle f'ire loot of Campbell
street. Yesterday morning a diver
arrived from Louisville, and has put
chains around the body of the en-
gine. Two dredereboats have been
moored right tresiee e • sunken en-
gine, and today these ) boats and
wrecking crew hoisting eppar-atus,
will try to raise the engine straieht
up, and set it right on the track. None
of the bodees of the freight cars have
e cool, tut the • trucks and
eeecl : aye eerie soitten oet. The
diver believes they will be ready to-
day to make the lift.
More Engines Shipped.
Yesterday morning engines 615 and
209 left for Chicago, in charge of
Engineers David R. Kennedy and
Fred Moore. These engines are of
the old, but *Mall type, used on the
lima' division, before displacement
by the large Soo class. The old ones
go to the Wkiterloo division out of
Chicago. Engineers Emil Johnson
and J. G. :Beeler have just returned
Inenn Chit:sign, where they carried
two of the smaller engines
Injured Getting Better.
Abonzo Utley, the tramp whose foot
wes cut off three eseentles seri in the
hirrible Oleco. Teefl.. wreck, is al.1 •
to be around the railroad hospita'
crutches. Engineer Armstrong is
nearly welt of she awful in-juries he,
'sttstained dating the collision.
1
A New York dentist charged Prince
Louis of Rattertherg et,000 for fox-
ing five teeth The tact has leaked
out and promises to become a matter
of investigation through the consuls
at New York -J
"PRAYER"
EXCELLENT SERMON ON
THAT TOPIC BY REV.
DR. HILL,
Rev. J. H. Roberts Will Get Away
First of Next Week for Jackson
—Temple Isreal Services.
"Prayer" in its full meaning and
breadth of scope was the topic- fa: a
nos e excellent see.mion yeste4uy
morning by Rev. Dr. Hill at teielFest
Baptist church, who deeply impres5- d
all with the eminent importance of
this quiet form of nevi ehip.414.,ast
evening his disceuelef Wifeelt a the
lines expressed by the text 'Thy
Heort Is Not Right in God's Site."
The congregations gather in size day
by day and night by night, the speci-
ous auditoritnn being tilled to tows
this eminent evangelist.
Torniaiirrow evening is the regular
time for the Bible class of Rev. John
S. Cheek to be held, but it will be
dispensed with during the protracted
meeting, as will the sessions of other
bodies, which would interfere is ith
the revival, if regalany conducted as
ordinarily during the other periods,
when no meeting was on.
- .
Elder Moves Shortly.
Rev. J. H. Roberts, the presiding
elder of the Methodist church- yes-
terdae stated that lie would leave the
first of next week for Jackson. Tenn.,
to which place he was sent by the
conference at Mayfield. HC goes
there as presiding elder and is. now
packing up his household goods, pre-
paratory to moving his family down
to that city.
• Dr. Roberts yesterday said he did
not know %ellen his successor, Rev.
Blacker:el would arrive here to be-
come thev gcai presiding elder, but
that he 
ti 
ht he would come slime-
time the laeter part of next- week.
On account of the latter's son get-
ting accidentally. killed' at Jackson,
this may result in unexpected Oelay
in arrival here of the minister to
take up his home and deities. •
Mite Society.
'The Mite society of the Evangelical
church will troot this afternoon at
the residence of Mrs. Louis P Dilk
of South Third street.
Temple Isreal Services.
Tomorrow evening at 7:40 o'clock
special ser_vices will be conducted at
Temple I sreal, commemorative of the
sso anniversary of the landing oi
Jews in America. Everybody is cor-
dially invited to attend the worship
that will be conducted by Rabbi
Leviteh.
Fortner Pastor.
The first prayer service of the new
congregational year was conducted
last evening at the Broadway Meth-
odist church by Rev.. H. B. Johneon,
of Brownsville, Tenn., who for a mini-
bcr of years was pastor of this con-
gregation here, and who is now in
the city upon a vine He wee greeted
by many if his former friends, who
are. cordialy welcoming hint here.
Week of Prayer. '
Decrnber 3rd starts the "Week of
Prayer" the Woman' Foreign Mis-
siditary society of the Broadway
Methodist church conduct at that
place, holding services each after
noon for an entire week. During that
time there oil! be present Miss Alice
Waters. of Murray, who is now home
from China, where ghe has been doing
missionary work for some year,: past.





Martin Davitt in Jail Charged With
Robbing Another.
--
Martin Davin is in jail at Cairo
charged with rohbing T. J. Morris
of e watch and eicio while the latter
sat asleep in a chair .at O'Donley's
saloon where Devitt tends bar. The
'alter was arrested Tuesday and the
watch was found on hint Devitt
formerly lived in Paducah about
twelve years ago, his father being the
well known politician their or the
First ward.
1 
Those Who Are Sick.
Mrs. W C. Schofield left last even-
ing for Chicago. 111., where she was
called by the illness of her friend,
Mr.. Allen nwithee of Mrs. James
Luttrell, who is the wife of the for-
mer superintendent of motive power
for tfhe Illinois Central railroad at
this point, where he resided for a
number of- year,. Mrs 2:ellen is suf-
fering from dropsical affliction- and is
reported as quite feeble. '
inks. W. J. Decker is connned with
einem: at her home on Clark near
Fifth street. &be is elk wife of the
Southern Express company's local
agent.
Mr. John Porto-nes continues im-
proving and the doctors think he will
be able to come nut next 'eel(
Yesterday morning at Riverside
'hospital the Coons performed on
Mr. John Agnew the operation for
appendicitis. It oras. • sueor.s. bet
fie will have to remain of tie institu-
tion a week or two.
I 'Henry Hanson, a
road and coal mine
Rentucicy. died at Sar
New York.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened:an up-to-date and well stocked hardware del
partmentifor our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base. Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, ,Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-Inason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line, of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
-
Being buyers in large quantal-es, and on'', a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in2posit1on to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rettopt Sdddlery Co.,





VERY GORGEOUS AND ATTRAC
TIVE WAS THE SMITH
DANCE.
Mrs. Jeanette Weil Entertains
Cards Today for Visitors—
Pleasant Happenings.
at
Tin dance of Mr. and Mrs. James
P. Smith, at the Palmer last evening
was.one cr.' the season's handsomest
and most gorgeous affairs, participat-
ed in by society which was out en-
masse indulging in the happy aemb
[age The srpacious dining hall of
the hostelry was profusely decorated
with elegant floral designs, while the
favors of the evening Were beautiful
and varied and this. luncheon most
palatable. Dancing continued tmtil
an early hour this mooring. The af-
fair was in compliment to the host
and •hostese' guests, MTS. James A.
Rose and Miss Hekn Van Cleve, of
Springfield, Ill., and Misses Ruth and
Esther W-heeler, of Lima, Ohio.
•
Lecture on 1:110etbs.
The ladies of Grace Episcopal
church are arranging for a lecture
that will be given on "Goethe" at the
new parish houe c-•
Rector David Wright
Cards for Visitors.
Mrs. Josh Greffith..of Owensboro,
Xy , and Mrs Welians Weil, id Den-
ver, Col., are visiting Mrs. Jesnette
Wed, • of Sixth and Broadway, and
this arternoorl the latter entertainee
at card -• complimiattaty to her
guests.
Even:ng Niptiakt.
Last evemng at 8:3D o'clock, at
the home of the !wile, there was unit-
ed is' marriage Miss Mamie /14/1, of
the Alden Hill neighborhood of the
county, and Mr. Fred C. Walker. of
this City Quite a number of their
been& were oresent for the 'eere-
rnooy which was presided over by
Rev. John S. e:neele, of the -Fiat .Bap
tist church.
The young folks are very cent/lab!
and well liked people, the bride being
the dainty and very pretty datightsr
of Mr. anci Mrs. Jesse Dell, of the
county, and the groom the efficieet
machinist at the Illinois Cenral
railroad shops.
They have taken tip their home at
tor South &Oh street.
•
At Ceee.-
Mrs. Minnie t• Rairkirt ha, i;
owe invitations for a card party to
be given next Tuesday at her home
on Jefferson near Ninth street.
Illinois Couple.
Yesterday afternoon at o'clock
Miss Susie Chick and Mr. F.. Te. &n-
ode of Illinois, were married 14 Jus-
tice J•tose Young, at the latter's of-
fice on Legal Row. The couple im-
mediately departed for their home
across the river.n.
t Handsome F,rizes.
In ef•sc winckw., of Nagel & Moyers
is the watch anti bracelet to be goon
the girl's selling the largest nueriber
of tickets to the Piewhatan produc-
tion which will be put on next week
'at The Kentucky .for the benefit of
the Home of the Friendless.
The prizes are very. beautiful and
'fine, an enamel chatelaine open faced
watch being given the young lady
-wee tvereve (If ri ve 
ree
lin:post number of 'tickets.. e nee for
the one under twelve .years of elle
disposing of the largest nu:niter there
will be presenjed a.fine g•old bracelet.
Many girls rife working for the prizes
ant? selling !hundreds of tickets.
er in rail- Treat a habit with as 
little consid-
ment in eratien as you vroold treat 
your ap-




BECAUSE of the enduring goodness
they will be companions from child-
hood to old age.
AN ELGIN is constructed with in-
fiinite care—of selected, proven
m••teri*Is--adjuseled and timed to
perfect accuracj, before leaving the
factcry.
1
ELGIN WATCHES have no peers
in precision, delicacy and durabil-
ity—nearly ten million produced in
a third of a century—an unequalled
record
A FULL LLINE of women's and





OLLIE EATON, who ear a3 "Camille" at th
e
Matinee today-. toe fc. everybody.
id LIMELIGHT
"CAMILLE" WILL be: aRESENT
ED THIS AFTER e'ee . 'T
THEATRE
Advance Agents of "The Isle (incite
Bong" and of "Fatty Felix"
Are Here
The matinee bill at The Kentucky
today will be "Camille." The play
is a great moral story which comes
in the wgy of weet enjoyment. Miss
011ie Eaten will appear in many dab
orate gown., entirely different from
an worn previously this week. "The
Great Poisonu Mystery," a play new
t4 Paduca/h theatregoers, will be pre-
centee tonight
Advance Men
- Mr. A. C. Abbott, of "Tee Isle of
Bong Bong," Thanksgiving Day at-
traction, is in the city making final at
rarreinente. 'His coropatee cif fles peo-
ple will arrive by a special train On
Thanksgiving Day at a. tn, with
two cerloade of scenery.
Mr. Ed Sampson, of the "Fatty .Fe-
lix" coerepany, is also here making
rmore ments for hie show which is
lore Saturday, matinee slid ieght..
December and. i'This company is the
;big cartoon success of the season car
'eying their own band and orchestra
Sitar Aggregation.
The long lookedfor aura
"Resurrection," whecit appear at :
Kentucky Monday night, Novee
27th, is Indeed a meritorious at-
erne This company, direct from Nrus
York City and other metropolitan
engagements, carries two carloads
scenery, all the fuer:titre and brie-a
,brac necessary for their prodoce ,T1.
and is without doubt the Iffigost at
traction that has evrr ,ri-seritteTol
;aloes matscrpiece
I la Effie Leah Frantis and Frank/
:L. Jefferson. Who by time way iis
nephew of the late inkjet Jefferson.
, the management has indeed been for
:ornate in sentries; two 'stars of tie
fie t magnitude. Tine , company ha
e_reoyed successlid rims in London,
:!• York Cir • a: " • promin-
ent cities in .'••• tereted States, and
Comes here with an enviable record
A strong supporting cast of twenty
five sterling plaiers. complete the
:strong company. The rostini,e,. are
gorgeous., and the scenic and inecion-
icareeffects are wondered:
I This is the only authorived come
'puny presenting "Resurreetion," and
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arqest Stock  Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guam-teed I
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
CITY DEPOSITORY ELECTRIC PLANT
•
"THE MAYOR THINKS C
OUNCIL PARTIES HAVE ON FOOT A




He Also Advocates Realty Ass
ess-
ments Each Year for City Tax
Purposes, Etc.
•
Mayer Yei-er yesterday stated that
telt of the eionges he thinks should
le node to charters governing sec-
ond class cities, which includes Padu-
cab, is 'that regarding the city treas-
urer beng empowered to select the
eiepository in which &hail be kept the
public funds. At preheat it is the
privilege of the treasurer to name
whatever bank he desires to keep the
public money, while the mayor be-
lieves the charter should be changed
in this regard, and the council and
aldermen have authority to name the
depository, inassnach tei the feels:a-
fire board, are held reseolesibie for.
all expenditures, receipts and the
practical %Afire goiernment, there-
fore they thoied say where the mon-
ey is be kept.
Another change the mayor thinks
sahould be mode, iv that about assess-
ing real estate for city tax purposes.
At prestnt the charter says that a
beard of suptreeors shall fix the val-•
uation of all menicipal properties and
that the price placed on each pince
of realty shall remain the same for
four years. except where improve-
ments have been made to the - realty.
then the assessment can be raised she
extent of the improvement,. The
mayor is est the idea that this Manner
of asses sing deprives tbe city of
maces taxes. few instance, to assess
a piece of ground a certain figure and
let etre valoation remain unchanged
for fever years, the city collects just
the same amount of taxes each year
et( the pruperty. despite the fact tie
City is grewiro all the time, buildings
going up everywhere, "rut tide piece
of property's wort-bee-welling as the
town builtits up, tikinforsisusking the
veal estate sweet, mach more to the
eiwner, but the city gets no more tax-
es out of tense. Major Yrieer wants
state leeislaterre to change the
charter se the board of supervisors
can as s,s property etch year and
/hereby raiellethe keen of realty as it
increases in worth propiirtionately
with the steady growth of the city.
At present a man could boy a frog
spond rot were) jao. and then by the
'time four years is reit haves it filled
lael Off eat° City lots and...worth
'$m.000. hut i the four year assess.
ft plan, feorwl gond, no city taxes
eetild be covected off same until ex-
-piretion of, that time.
There are a number .f other therm
es tee mayor thinks stetted he made,
orb some thue the last of ehis• month
'fie will cal a "starve. *reveres of the
-counsel and aldernen tn decide what
they nvtAt, and tee to write the oth-
der second clads cities of the state for
.them to select delegates to a eoniet-
•cece teat veil be held at Louisville
•nne t neirith. to frame up alterations
grit -ay decided on by all the rep-
-reAentnlivPs anti teen osbrnit same to




Remains of Mr. Burford Consigned to
/test in Cave Hill Cemetery.
- --
Yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
diere was held at Louisville the
funeral service* cove the remains of
the le S. J. Burfoed, of the Rhodes-
Burfinel firm. The interment occur-
red at Cave Hill cemetery, and many
friends- paid the fine! tribute of es-
teem to the memory of the well
known /deceased.
The lneal establishment orb North
Fourth street will this tnorning be
opened again, it closing down Tures
ide ore, wise infer io ofle t 11.
'the death of Mr. Burford ireaehed this 
-
•
Believe They Could Save Much
Money By Supplying the Houses
Mentioned.
t .
There is a movement on foot to
establish in this- city a private elec-
tric light plant to supply electricity
for the buildings on the Fraternity
building block, apd also what others
nearby that wart to get the benefit
of the cennections. The idea -is to
establish the plant on the vacant plot
of ground the Fraternity building,
but as yet nothing definite has been
done in this respect.
The buildings of that vicinity ere
'large consumers of electricity, and the
Parties .belsisel ,the project' believe
much could he saved everybody by
the private plant. The Fraternity
and Register building use many Netts
while the Elks are preparing to erect
their structure on North Fifth 'and
hundreds will be used .there. Then
the Palmer holed uses many, the Bap
tile church does likewise, as does Ho-
tel 'Craig, %%eine when the Fraternal
Order of Eagles get their new quar-
ters feted up io the old Y. M. C. A.
building whkh they have leased, ses.
eral hundred more will be ,needed.
And then the Chess. Cheek* and
Whist club rooms are ors Sixth and
lBredway above Oclilachlatices drug
i
'swre, and their lircht bill each month
gra mammoth item.
Ilse parties behind the movement
believe they could start a small plant
of teseir °ego for several thousand
dollars, and let came be operated with
gasoline engines, as motive power is
furnished for the many individual
buildings aronnd the city where the
owners make their own electricity.
The idea is to get all the occupants
re. the above mentioned buildings to
either combine and form a stock corn
pany by themselves and they pro rate
between themselves the cost elk riper-
sting tete plant, while another sag-
geation is that all these people sign
contracts with private parties to con-
nect with the plant, and then let the
private ,indivittuals start up the plant
themselves. Ti hi believed that with-
in one yeaclt time the people could
sere more than enough money to pay
for the plant. d
The electric wiring is alreade in all
thine testlelin.gs. and alt 'the parties
would have to do would tte to 4fircon.'
tinve the present service and connect





Mrs. Sweeney Found Enveloped in a
Pile of Scrap Paper—Officer
Hessian at Post.
Yesterday warrants were taken Out
egainet Mollie Neal, elallie Grooms,
Frenetic Dixon, Annie COX. Ella
Hsewe. Lucile Agnew, Helen West-
lake Fannie Wilson. Sue Eggleston,
Ida Eastwood and Nellie Pope, eharg
ine en of them with running disorder
ly or bawdy houses. The warrants
were served on them by Officers Alex
apder and Gourieux and the caries set
,for trial tomorrow morning before
Judge Sanders in the police court,
Drunkenness Charged.
George Leep•er, coicirese was locked
lip by Officers Johnson and Rogers
on the charge of being &link.
Patrolman John lietteistn has re-
.









rnob and other Illinois points. He
pents, in order to mar room for de-
vency to same of ,the "eve ttrimmed Isis place on the force yes-
;
•linquents crowded otst. .0ne thou- fterdaY'
seed, FNe difultdred mid Tliirty-six
prisoners .have been pardoned and I.
3.07e. have had their rientenees re_
, Mrs. Sweeney, or Wilhite, was ar-
duce& 
rotted yesterday at noon by Officers
teee-ere ant Tr4ITIKOTT nil the cl)er7o.
ferriver a,sistee. ,,r Tuepatr,
banet sadh,e,-. in Stregis. Kyt, 
wipe her lying in a pile of serep pbper at
abaideo41 his hani}y. am, di„pres„,1
 the cod of North Third street near
last sieriteer. has been diseoveree test
i" sewerage ellenteing station. She
he living in .Orrnelva. 
Twee suhrreerged down in the elle just
, like fiannir into a snowdrift, bet was
fished out met brought to jail.
Twenty thoesand dollars more has
been sentsfrom Chicago to the Jewish
relief fund in New Yor, inaking Wo
e Mvs. Emily elawe, wife of Crmnty
000 that has been' seat f4-43132 M






suielded by 141;04. DI health was
tb? cause.
PURL IC WORKS COMMITTEE
MORE  SEWERAGE'S chool ShoesREFER QUESTION BACK
TO COUNCIL
jt1.3t What Size District Wanted Is
— Net Clear—Beard Makes Rec--
ornmendation--Other Notes. -
Yesterday afternoon at the board
of public works there was ordered
referred to the legislative boards of
this city the question of constructing
a new sanitary sewerage district for
the southwestern portion of the city.
The question Sot the council and
aldermen is to stair What size they
want the district. Heretofore it has
been about understood that the new
district would extend from Ninth to
Nineteenth streets, and Breaths/ay to
Trimble street, but. yesterday, at the
board of works. session Present Ed
P. Noble brought up the point that
the city north of _Trimble street was
rapidly growing and all vacant prop-
erty filling up with substantial build-
ings, therefore it 4Would be a wise
plan to now Make the new district
large enough to include that part of
the tety also, so the houses could
connect up and get the benefit of the
service.
City Engineer Waslringion report.
ed at the discussion that if the dis-
trict extended to Trimble street only
it could be connected with the pres-
ent original district already down,
and the refute and water passing into
ehe new district
wards the river
to the old piping
of the city. Mr.
is to make the
main.; flowed to-
throirgh attaehment
under the main part
Noble's idea though
new territory corn-
priise that part lying ninth of Trim-
ble street three or four blocks, and
then run Ott piping to the foot of
Boyd or Burnett street, and effect
another outlet into the river, instead
of connecting with the original mains
now down, and just keep the one out-
let existing, that at the fltot of Clay
street.
Civil Engineer Edward Flad, ef S
t.
Louis, agrees to get up the plan{ and
specifications for the new *strict up
to Tirimble street for $793 and furn-
ish everything, such as help, 'instru-
ments. etc., the St. Louis man will
get up the drawings for easo only
.
It wit, cast about $soorso or $7e
000
to put in the new district, and 
possi-
bly more, but this cannot be told un
-
til the contractors make figures
 on
the engineer's plans, which show ev-
erything that goes into the improve
-
toent. the size of pipe, number 
of
manholes, depth of excavations, 
the
grade of piping, etc.
After talking the matter over 
at
greet length the board of works re
-
fetred it to the legielative 
boards
with the recommendation that there
be laid at present as large a dis
trict
as passible, in order to cooverti
ente
everybody it can.
"Dead Man" Ordered Removed.
The board of works is,tied in
struc-
tions to the East Tennessee T
ele-
phone company to take up the "d
ead
man" arid remove its guy wires f
rom
the public sidewalk in front of)
 the
frame reeidence between Re
hkopes
collet- factory and the old John
 V.
Grief blacksmith shop on Ke
ntucky
'avenue between Third and 
F2urth
streets. The residence propertf
 be-
longs to Charles M. Drake and ie 
oc-
cupied by negroes. The ownoif
eles
tends converting same into a w
are-
house at an early date, and- the
n as
the concrete sidewalks will 
shortly
be laid in front of the 
property, he
wafts the "dead man" to so ;tr
ivia
be out of the way for the 
new passe
merits. The guy wires rrrnn
ing off
from the "dead man" go right
 across
the sidewalic. and implicit 
instruc-





ion, with the East Ten-
sty question. Mayor Yei
see laid before the board the fact 
that
this company has planted three 
"dead
men" in tete neisrliborhood of 
Ninth
sasd Mladhsoo streets within 
the past
kw days, without authority 
front the
municipal authorities, and have als
o
est-tweeted the Oleic streets' and al-
ley, in 'numerous instances wit
hout
first procuring -the permit from 
the
city officers, as prevailing ordina
nces
state they "hall. The board, ord
ered
fest warrsots be nostril net against
er the !nee
if they did tint desert from further in-
frineement
General Matters.
The 'hoard made record of the fact
that Novernber aoth it officially ac-
cepted on behalf of the city the new
concrete sidewalks put down on birth
sides of Temievier street from
Tweets to Thirteenth.
Street Inspector Alonzo ESiott
Yesterday aftcrnoon shortly before
2 o'cifek, Driver Frank McMahon, of
the Evansville • Brewing company.
came near being painfully injured by
a wheel running off his vehiec and
!throwing him out te the street where
!a box of bottled beer ratted out and
:painfully hurt him.
a load witl;
McMahon was coming towards the!
business part of town 
of beer, when the tront wheel came,
off about Sixth and Broadway. and
donwed the driver out. 'The beer fell
ever on 41111, while the horse attached
to the rig became scared end started
(Rove Broadway at breakneck speed,
Waging the, three-wheeled rig be-
hind him. The main business
throughfare was lined with rigs and
people and several had narrow es-
capes from being hurt and damaged,
Iinally w,hen the runaway reached
the front of lertinsen's florist estab-
lishment, underneath the Palmer, the
horse pulled the beer wagon into the
eshirle of elorist Schleausc, of
e.cadia, who hale %aeon
standing in front of the other flower
house office: The collision tore the
runaway horse away from the beer
Wagon. and, the frightened beast
plunged through people and rigs up
onto the sidewalla and caused a
Flowers were scattered over the
street, but Sehmstuee's wagon was not
tiktmaged. The' beer vehicle was:.re-
They are the Kind that
wear well and Always
Look Neat And sDressy.
- - OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
Len dier & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone. Drders receive Prompt Attention 'Phone 675
MM.
was ordered to notify Dr. John Oche
ssleaeger, of Sixth and Broadway,
that the latter's awning out in front
of lais establishment W29'90 low it
knocked the Ilats frees people's heads
when they pass ased•tha1 be would
have to raise same a foot or two.
City Engineer Vashington was in-
s:ructed to make surveys and ascer-
tain what it would cost to run the
new public street from the end of
Jackson greet over towards Plunkett
hill and the Illinois Central railroad
yards, across the strip of property
Arnseur Gardner, Jake-., Biederman
and othersdesire to dedicate to the
city, with the understanding that the
new street going over same is to be
paid for out of the public treasury.
Someone has torn down oge of the
city electric light poles at Tenth and
Madison tercets and also torn down
the wires thereon. The police were
ordered to look into same with the
view of arresting the guilty party, as
no one has the right to take doer
any city pole.
Ire board ordered that the polies
exmstnissioners be asked to intone -
the police force to keep a !onkel.:
ad see what people left piles QS no
terial out on the public streets,
dug up the thoroughfares and did ne•
put out lights to warn the public tha-
danger existed. Report has bees
'made that recently at many places i
around town parties have failed to
put ont lights, and several accidents
were narrowly averted. The ordi-
nances at rigid in this respect and
impose heltry fines for tvielations
thereat so warrants win be taken out
against everybody found guilty.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
eras ordered to put some gravel on a
low part of Jefferson street, fronting
the home of Y. C. Porter, near Tenth
street
WHEEL OFF
DRIVER McMAHON, OF EVANS-
VILLE BVI:WRY COMPANY,
THROWN OUT.
The Runaway Outfit Collided With
That of Florist Schrnause Near
The Palmer. •
But the business men's' style is
not as the style of others. Our
clothes have it.
Try them.











Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we eve to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's







BITSINESS MEN make it a '
ARE rIE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FO k CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.




7th & Jackson Sta. phone 235• Clay Ste, phone 311.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE,
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
ECT HEALTH.





nowadays to dress the vijt. money for Christ-
lind that it pays. Th6 solid, sub-
stantial citizen wears solA, substan- mas. Start an at-
tial clothes, yet they are neat and
attractive—stylish, in fact. count today and
watch it grow.





diked to splinters nearly, and had
to be sent to the repair shop.
It was a wonderful fact that nobody
was hurt as the frightened beast
sailed here and there up and theve the
side:elk and street, ,but happily missed
everybody.
THEODORE, JR., UNDER KNIFE.
--
Surgeon Operate on Nose, Broken
During Football Game.
litambridge, Mass., Nov. 22.—Theo-
dore Roosevelt, Jr., underwent an
operation on his nose Tuesday. In
the fieslena. s eeteday he re
ceived a severe blow on his nose and ,
it developed that it had teen broken.,
He was out on the sidie lines watch- ,











An el ..t mperted clot
and suiting, for Fall and Winter.
Make yeur selections now, and
avoid the rush.
 gen-
era! l seampering, but fortunately no- A pen
nsylvania court decided thati
body was hurt, 
gskicKE
a man was liable for the support of! IP
his wife's parents and his time the
mother-in-Paw aides the joke, and the MERCHANT TAILORS.









TO THE TRUST COMPANY
OF AMERICA.
Charles Stewart Estate Ordered Into
Hands of Public Administratut
Rudolph.
In the county court yesterday there
was lodged for record a deed of trust
%%herein the Kentucky and Ohio Riv-
er Interurban Railroad puts in the
hands of the Trust Company of Amer
ica, of New York, their bonds and
other holdings kir the benefit of the
stockholder* The interurban clime
pany is the road that will be built be-
teeen, here and Cairo by Dr. C. E.
Whitesides and other promoters of
this city and New York and Indiana.
The deed of trust covers about 75
pages and has to be recorded here in
this county, and also in the office of
the county clerk at Ballard county.
Stewart Estate.
Yesterday in the county court the
estate of the late Charles A. Stewart
was ordered into the hands of Public
Administrator Felix Rudolph. Stew-
art is the plumber killed out on West
Court street Sunday night.
Deputy Constable.
J. W. Horton, qualified before the
county court as deputy to Constable
Phil S. Hisey. the latter's illness pre-
venting him from serving now, so the
deputy is selected in order that he
can look after the business.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued wedding licenses
to the following couples: Fred C.
alker, aged 23, and Mantic Bell,
aged 21, of the city; H. Armstrong,
aged 4o, and Eva Bright, aged 40, of
the city, the latter colored. e
Property Sold.
Property lying in Rowlandtovin
been transferred by lent and
Beulah Williams to G. C. Valiktrson
for $250.
W. F. Paxton seld to Maggie Sic-
beet for $t arid other considerations,
property at Fourth atid Jefferson
streets.
Trustee Arthur Y. Martin, of the
John W. Moore bankruptcy estate,
transferred to Joe A. Gardner jet
$76, property on Bachman neat Sitv,
est r street.
Land in the county was bought by
J. B. Mlosley from B. S. Overstreet
for l000.
For Six:1o° W. A. Goad bought front
J. M. Laxon, property on Trimble
street.
Fred B. Ashton transferred to Mrs.
Ulric Gartinee for $1 and other con-
siderations, 2roperty on Eleventh
near Burnett street.
R. M. Rudolph deeded to Turner




Very much can be done to reform
the manners and morals of Amer'can
colleges in preparatory' schools, if not
everything. This begins to be seen
in various parts of the country. We
think that the superintendent of the
Minneapolis schools built it more
wisely than he knew in his crusade
upon fraternities in the high school.
Colleges which will receive his stud-
ents later will be generous sharers in
the benefit.
The teachers and students of pre-
paratory schools of the higher class
are .beginning to discourage previa-
-jure deedloprnent of the athletic
spirit. We have a little circular from
Et. John's school at Manlius, N. Y.,
• tedterever that may be, enclosing a
resolution of the students to drop
football after this season, except
oblong themselves and on their own
groundt
This is drift in the right direction.
Neither fraternities nor athletic; are
evil in themselves. The abuses of
both are greatly increased when their
practice by immature students is en-
courage. In the tase of fraternities,
the student of mature age, if not
wholly without sense of humor, is
likely to avoid their most extravagant
absurdities unless they have become
second nature to hint in preparatory
etc hools.
In the case of athletics, boys whose
minds are kept free from unwhik-
some emulation and, still more un-
wholesome greed for gain until they
reach college are likely to hive
formed characters strong enough to
resist these evil influences as under-
graduates When boys approach
manhood they begin to cultivate
sense of proportion, both moral
and intellectual, which is the best
possible protection against excess.
Some of the greatest evils of com-
mercialism and brutality in athletic
sports and college fraternities arise
from corruption of preparatory stu-
dents by the selfish and reckless enru-
lathart of college students who are
corrupted in the same way in their
preparatory period. The Rt. John's
students believe that the transmission
of corrupt on can be broken by re-
fusel of all preparatory schools to
play football for a few years.
Ex-Gov. Freak S. Black had been
retained to take charge of the crim-
inal end of the, titivation which has








MR. FRANK MAY COLLIDED
WITH AUTO ON BROAD-
WAY.
A Farmer Tried to Tear Out the
Side of a Building With His
Wagon.
Yesterday afternoon about 3
o'clock Professor Frank May, the life
insurance man, was riding his bky-
etc .down Broadway in front of the
postotfice, When Mr. Herbert Waller-
stein was coming from the opposite
direction in his automobile. Some
Loy on the sidewalk threw something
out in the street and M. May dodged
while on his bike, fearing the missile
front the lad's hand would strike
tem. -Whi:e he was dodging the pro-
felsor's wheel ,vobbled rad he and
the auto conic'. Mr. May was
knocked over • ltandle-bars but
fortunately lent! on hit feet. His
wheel was badly broken, while the
autorrsobik escaped damage. The
professor crashed right into the
heavy and swift-m. ving machine of
Mr. Wrillersteirs, and it was quite
fortunate he was not hurt. His 'hand
was skinned, but this is the extent
of his hurts.
Wagonyard Building.
Yesterday morning an Illinois farm
er was driving his hay wagon out the
side door of the wagoniyard at Third
and Clark streets, when the vehicle
caught the side of the door frame and
pulled that out, also brick for a space
of about twenty feet from the side
of the building. The wagon was so
heavy it could not be stopped before


















WHEN THE CABMEN MET. •
rhere Was a Short Season of En-
lightenment to One Of
Them.
He was a cabman with a preternatur-
ally solemn and sallow face, while his
horse, a veneciteie gray animal with tail
and rn:.ae ueuuded of flair, was as sorzar
.a luuiug steed a. ever hauled a fare
through Chteago streets, says the Rec-
ord-herald. The two made their ap-
pearance at the end of the Fedeial
building cab stand on Clark street the
other day. The solemn individual drew
his cab into line and stopped. The cabby
just in front, red-cheekeo, stoutly built.
looked the newcomer over, saw that he
was an entire stranger, and thereupon
advanced.
"'What are you (loin' here?" he de-
manded.
"Doin'," repeated the solemn one,
with slow voice. "Standin' here."
"I guess you won't stand here. You
got no rights here. You move on."
"Golu' to stand on this stand." assert-
ed the stranger, getttng leisurely down
from his seat and doubling his fists.
"I guess you won't stand here," reit-
erated the other, also doubling his Um.
The two met.
The stranger swept his arms around,
wind-mill fashion, and made a wild
swing at the short man. The latter
ducked with much deftness and vita
equal dexterity landed his left aid right
in quick succession on the solemn
visage, nose and eye recelvtng the fists.
The solemn one halted, turned about,
silently. slowly, calmly, dispassionate-
ly, and again mounted the box. •
"Ycu knew more'n I did about it—I
guersl won't stand here." said he. -Ott
up.''




Require tbe Services of
Interpreters.
Often it happens that the diplomatic
representative of the United States is
unable to converse with his colleagues
because of his lack of ktiowladife Of
French- Awkward situations are the
result, says Pearson's Magazine, re-
quirin; interpreters betweea host and
guests, a situation which verges on the
ludicrous. Almost never la the Amer-
ican enough of a Trench scholar to un-
derstand all the delicate twists and
turns of which the diplomatic language
Is capable, and at best, therefore, he is
without the intimate circle of those with
'whom he should be on the closest posai-
ble terms. La finesse re la Iangne, i-1110
Is what the untrained diplomat lacks.
Whether in the course of WM! Amer-
ica will train her diplomats as the for-
eign countries train theirs, remains to
be seen_ It is a highly delicate profes-
sion, one well worth preparation, in-
volving, as it does, the welfare and well-
being of the nation. The knowledge of
International law need not affect the
new diplomacy. The stock exchanges
of the world are mightier than cannons,
and expertness in financial matters,
even to the expertness of a Caminl,
would not impair the usefulness of the
representatives of the most democratic
government.. Nor..such is the consensus
of opinion, need patience and persua-




Experiments for the Prevention of
Intorfering Currents Prove
lincemsful.
In order to prevent wireless messages
from interfering with one another, en-
deavors have been made to send elec-
trical waves only In one direction, as
luminous signals are given off from a
concave mirror. Prof. Braun has been
engaged in experiments of this kind, and
In a lecture before the Strasburg Oat-
versity Association of Electricians and
Naturalists he announced that these ex-
periments had come to suceesaful con-
clusion. Prof. Braun's methods are
based on the fact that three antennae ar-
ranged In the angles of a regular tri-
angle are excited by waves of the same
periodicity, but of different phases. The
inventor states that one of the three
antennae begins vibrating by 1-260,000
of a second earlier or later than the two
others, this difference in time being kept
up, according to experiments, with as
accuracy of about one second In three
years. This will result in different
radiation according to the difference of
the space, and by simply inverting a
cran's the direction of maximum effects
can be shifted by 60 or 120 degrees.
Why They Waited_
Two young men with not much e*
perience of horses went for a drive.
During the ride the horse happened
to yawn, and the bit fell out of its
mouth. Two hours later a man passed
them and discoyored both of the reins
men waiting with their conveyance by
the roadside. 'What en earth Is the
matter? I ;menet you when I was
going out, and now when I come byk,
you're still here. What's the matter?'
-0h," replied one of the young mea.
"we're waiting for the horse to yaws
again, so we can put the Mt Ia."—
Tatler.
No Shade for Pet
Pat—I'm Other bidding you good
by, Molts. It's to Panama for ma
Shure, four dollars a day world** oa
the canal looks like a gold mine beside
the $1.20 in Asperity.
Mike—But, Pat, do you mind that
Panima is one of the hottest places
In the world? It Is 120 in the shade
most every day.
"You don't' suppose that I'm such
a domed fool as to -stay in the shade




Every man who has lived in south
ern Montana for any length of time,
especially if he enjoys the hunting rito-
ries told by the old-timers, has heard
of the "phantom moose," which makes
his home at the head of Wise river
and has defied the efforts of all the
hunters of Montana to slay him.
Just recently the hunting fever was
developed in Butte by the nnnatival
cold weather which prevailed, and
' around a steam register in a popular
resort a crowd had gathered and
among other things the story of the
famous moose of the head of the Wise
river came up for discussion, and it
was up to a man who has been a re3I-
dent of Montana for over 40 years to
tell the following story concerning the
famous animal.
"When ziannack was One foundsl.
when the gravel bars and rinarcolc
along Grasshopper creek were turning
out thousands of dollars every day, I
saw an opportunity of making my
livelihood with my rifle and I foracalt
the diggings of the goldseekers
established a camp near the wa-m
springs which are at the head of the
Grasshopper.
"I had scarcely made more than ens
or two hunts in the mountains whit
ilvide the bead of the Graashop7sr
from the Wise river until I foe
the track of a big bull moose, which
made a track in the soft ground el
big as an ordinary work ox of th.:e
days.
"One day when I was the least CA
pecting it I found the big bull and
his consort wallowing In a swamp less
thanai% yards away. Taking as good
aim as possible with my old muzzle
loading rifle, which, by the way. VMS
loaded with a bullet patched with
buckskin, I pulled the hair trigger,
and whe12 the smoke rolled away there
"as an animal flo.undering in the
marsh, and when I ran to it with a
cry of exultation I found it was the
cow, who at the instmat I had pulled
the trigger had interposed her bulk
between me and my quarry. She gave
up her life to save the one who had
lorded it over her.
"Two days later I was at the swamp
where I had killed the cow, hiding in
the willows less than 100 yards away.
for the signs told me that the old bull
had returned and was grieving around
the offal which was all that remained
of his companion of many a wandering
through the timber and swamps of the
Wise river.
"For fully six bones I halted Im-
patiently for the old bull to come to
the trystitrg place, and when my pa-
tience was almost gone far in the din
tanee came the plaintive era' of a
moose calling for its mate. Nearer
anti nearer came the wand. and with
Its approach I trained my rifle upon
a clump of bushes through which I
felt morally certain the hull would
as he approached the evrenip.
Presently I could hear the snapping
of twigs and the goats/sett fairly
raced up and down my back on in-
stant later as the biggest moose I had
ever seen In my life pushed his way
through the willows, calltng pennon,
all the while, and stood for a moment,
broadside on, lees than 200 yards
away. Only for a moment did be
hesitate and then stepped forward to
where the skull of his mate was lyins
and he licked It fondly with his
tongue, as if he could bring We Inca
nt../4 the senseless brain pan. Then it
was that I realized that I was there
to shoot this monarch of the forest
and T pulled the trigger.
"Intuition told me that eomethinr
was wrong. All that I could see wai
a flash of fire and a roar of artillery
Consciousness faded away and I knew
nothing for a space which seemed an
eternity. Finally T became (=zoom
of an intense pain and when I open&
my ayes there was darkness on every
hand and through the trees above me
a glimmering of starlight told me that
night had fallen upon the earth. My
right arm was useless by my side
and my head was torn and painful
and dried blood upon it showed that
I had been sorely hurt With extreme
difficulty I moved myself and found
that my right arm was broken at the
elbow, there was a lump under my
right ear btg as an apple, my right
eye was nearly torn from Its socket
and my gun had been through an ex-
plosion—it had been buret from muz-
zle to breech. Every cartridge in the
magazine had exploded at the time
when I attempted to shoot the old
moose, with disastrous results to my-
self.
"Just two years ago it took my last
hunt after the animal. I found where
he had been wallowing in the swamp
where he and I had met 40 years agd.
and there I resolved I would meet
him again and have out the grudge
which I had cherished so long algal net
his big carcass. It was In the tiro*
of the harvest moan, when the nights
were flooded with a brilliancy that was
almost equal to the day. In the same
thicket of willows where r had bid-
den many year* ago I took wry stand,,
this time betas armed with a 20-30
smokeless, as deadly a weapon as 10
known 1.-day. I did not have loag
to wan.
"Time after time I Bred, until all my
carttedges were gone bat still the
moose stood unharmed, sod then, after
he was satisfied that he meld nee find
his mate in that swamp be turned and
reentered the willows, calling, calling.
calling for the answer whIeh never
came, and then I knew that the story
told me by the hunters of the Wise
river of a moose living there wait%
was a phantom one, whteli could not
1. killed by man er beast, was a tree
one and that the noble old animal, still
true to his lost mate, wandered the
hills and swamps and meadows of the
Wise river, ever looking for thp mate
which gave her life to save his own
40 years ago."
_
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GBEGOR. 
EXCURSIOLAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building,
New Phone 114. Old Phone 3o3,
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want y.ur k.iothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
11.15 Rivers, M. D.
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Trueheart Building.
 •
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
-Office hours 8 to xo a. rn., Ito 3













Rolm No. & Columbia Banding.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.




MZVER ORIPB8 NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST toe.
DR. R. E. MARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPH opts NO. 444.
CUT HIS OVIN THROAT,
Newt Ray, a Resident of Grimes,
Tries to Suicide.
Mayfield, Ky, Ky., Nov. 22. —Ne w t
Ray, a farmer of near Dukedom, be-
came. infuriated because his, wife
would not sign papers to mortgage
their farm for $25 last week and, pro-
ceeded to dash his throat with a
knife, but his wife's screams art-acted
others to her assistance and the in-
furiated husband was prevented is
completing his suicidal inseutions,.
It is reported that wound indicted is
not serious and he will recower. Ray
I, well known in and arontad Duke-
dom and the people of that neighbor
hood were greatly surptited at his
actions,
ICIP,TO COWL
If Me crop statistitians of the de-
partment of agriculture estimate it
rightly, this year's torn crop will be
some 100,000,000 iblrgbtl‘ more than
the bumper coop of torn, which WAN
a lit tile more than 2,5ogisoo,000
bushels.
At go cents a 'bushel this year's
corn would Fell for $1,090,000,000,
Whit% would pay the bonded debt of
the United States.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee o'er
and return.
It is • trip of pleasure. comfortand rest; good service, good table,'gocd rooms, etc. Boats leave eachWednesday and Saturday at 3 p. m.For other information apply to Jas.Koger, superintendent; Frank L.Brown, agent.
IMMO 
•••• 





Roomer, s and 3 Register Build-
ing, -ea; I-2 Broadway.




Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes r2
Ftirtr2itture.
Buy anything and sell everything.
211-220 C011et street. Old phone i3111.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in coonection.
E.11. FURY E AR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register lailling,
yag zAr 'roadway, Paducah, Ky.
St. Louis and Tennessee River adt-
et company—the cheapest and best















Rooms is, it and is. Colombia Bids.
PADUCAH. KY,
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Sheers & Rivers, is
Nort hirifth, Both Phone 353.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone 18911
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—




Office over Globe Rank and Trust
306 Breadway.
Da. W. C. BITBANILS.
(Homeapathist.)




Mrs phase *sr. Residence phase 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
"BMW
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
dal agent of the state of Texas, was
1A. S. Bterhy, former assistant finan-
OSTEOPATHIC t HYSICIANfound guilty of misappropriating I
state funds, and giving a term of now, 196, 400 I-2 Broadway,
three years in the penitentiery. PADUCAH, KY.
'Dick Welles, the great race horse,' Dry Noykk Bath* SEIM when Imo


















































































was seriously discussed. The advo-
cate, of the anecdotal method) insisted
that it is a method of illustration
which, is akin to the parable method
of the Savior and one which vitrifies
ideas, puts abstract principles in con-
crete form, and induces a sociabillity
of feeling between pastor and people.
The opponents of story-telling in the
pulpit declared that it is a form, of
theotogical theatricals, is to a degree
sensational, that it is a "catchy" sub-
terfuge for entertainment that is easi-
ly abused and not unfrequently
diverts the flinch of the hearers by
thought, and suggestions, that are
sometimes ludicrous, from the serious
truths intended to be inculcated. At-
tention was also caged to the fact that
there is a concern in this country
which makes it a business to collect
and invent anecdotes which are sold
for ac small SUM a year to preachers
Who are vrtHing to pay for supply of
stories with which to burnish their
sermons.
There is eomething apparently in-
congruous in the idea of a minister of
the gospel buying from a caterer of
such literary wares a lot of anecdotes
to use irk the pulpit, and yet, if he
makes the anecdotal feature a
specialty in hie sertponiring, there
appears to be no wrong in supplying
himself with the best assortment of
stories available for ready use. Never-
theless. the good effect of the most
strikingly apt anecdote or most pa-
thetic story might be materially dis-
counted if the occasion from a supply
furnished by a money-making collec-
tion agency.
Whthout doubt moral and religious
truth can often be strongly env-
phasifed and impressed by fitting il-
lustration from historical incident or
some of the myriad) phases of human
experience told in simple story. hut
this method can be overdone and is
often inaptly and injudiciously done,
especially when the illustrative story
has in it the element of humor or is
susceptible to interpretations and sug-
gestions that Tiny lead the minds of
the bearers into trains of thought or
fancy tnat are not in consonance with
thi dominant thought in the preach-
er's mind.
Preaching the gospel is a very see-
toll.> and solemn business, and the
habit of humor obtaining in so marry
modern pulpits is a very questionatle
innovation. The scripture record of
the preaching of Christ and the apos-
tle, is, strikingly voi4 of anything like
•hurnorous appeal. The parable illus-
trations are intensely serious in their
matter and application, and no humor
can be extracted from them except
perhaps that subtlest element of hum-
or which associates itself even with
the most distressful eperences and
gravest exigencies of life, an element
which has a sub-conscious recogni-
tion arid which, except iii the mind of
the acute observer or the philosopher,
rarely makes an impression that ob-
trudes upon the solemnity of the
truth that is presented or the serious-
ness of the occasion. The latterday
method of the pulpit is tending too
much towards entertainment. This
tendency doubtless grows out of the
new conditions and complexities of
the times, but there are not a few
people who still believe that despite
the demand for pulpit and church at-
traction, that will draw and entertain
the crowds, the evangelization of the
world must after all depend upon and
come of the old-farittioned solemn and
simple way of the pulpit which the
world is prone to call 'the foolishness
of preaching."






















PEOPLE WHO "BUTT IN" "INBEN
CAMERA IS WORKINGS.
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Mov-




"Our work ise semetimes seriously
Interfered with by the buttinskis, and
then agaiS there are times when their
slamming in helps us," said the man-
ager of a moving picture concern, who
himself frames up the incidents and
supervises the taking of the pictures.
"It is impossible to guard against the
folks with the butting-in habit, for
when they see anything unusual corn-
ing off on the street or in any public
place their natural busybody instinct
takes hold of them, and they're bound
to nudge up and take a hand in the
proceedings.
"Over in Trenton a few weeks ago
I fixed up a horsewhipping scene.
The filet part of the set was easy
enough to get It was a scene In a
restaurant, in which a pretty girl,
seated at a table a little distance away
from another table at which a frolic-
seine man with a homely wife is din-
ing, falls to makilng goo-goo eyes at
the man.
'The second wise, In whicis I ar-
ranged to have the horsewhipping take
place, took place outside the restau•
rant. We'd got police permission to
take the picture.. and I bad two or
three men stationed in front of the
restaurant to keep the crowd back
while the phony horsewhipping was in
progress.
When everything was al set and
the machine was 'mapping away at the
homely wife laying the lash across
the face and shoulders of the flirta-
tions girl—the lash looked like rattan,
but It was a phony, and didn't hurt
at all—our troubles began.
"First a big vannigan of a man
slammed in and granted my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that he didn't believe In see-
ing no woman stinging another wom-
an lUte that, and that queered-Moe Oat
of films. The machlno had AO wrali1
staoped while the big buttindid
being informed that the thing was
orly a tableau, and that he didn't
belong to the picture., •
"He took the gibes of the crowd Sour-
ly, at that, and looked to be In so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
pieces that I had to get • cop to vralk
hen down the street.
"When we got all set exalts and the
horsewhipping of the flirtations girl
was -once mbre going on a scrawny
he.tehet-faced woman, who had just
}clued 'the outer circle of the crowd,
ard Into wasn't up to what was coos-
irg off, ramped into the Irene with a
shriek, grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and stagted in us roue"
house *them both for :their 'indecency
In fighting on the street.' as she yelled
at them The machine had to be
stopped again.
-The incident as 1 had fratned It
(!itturt call for anything like that
I nad et arranged that after the whip
VD, bad proceeded for a spa,ce the
gent,- husband of the homely wife
was ite rut& in and attempt to se,
trate the two women, when his wife
er..a to turn on him with the lash, eau*
log him -to skiritioo down the street
The girl with the goo-goo eyes; was to
seise the whip from the other wino
an's handl and start in to get hunk
for' the cutting she'd received, the
scene ending up that way."
CETHRONING OF ALCOHOL
Being Brought About by the Mad-
ero Spirit of &Watt&
Research.
---
Another potent factor In the dethron
ing of alcohol has been the ;Wit us
scientific research of recent years, says
.an Open Letter, sia Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have been
carefully studying the effects of &leo.
belie liquors upon the various organs
of the body, and, although they differ is
their conclusions upon some points, the
result is that those physicians who have
most closely followed these investiga
Mona have, almost ,or /entirely, abhiree
alcoholics as a necessary part of theii
therapeutic oueflt. These elaborate
,studies of alcohol baste sonvinced mans
that the nourishing and strengthesens
jp1pertiee formerly ascribed to alcohol.
los.ezieted only Ln the imagination, and
feeneg to the error. of an age which bad
no .fscilities for accurate observiiian
'The luod qualities of the grains and
Smile, it is now believed by many an-•
etherities, are destroyed In the process of
makieg alcoholic &take. Even the
estimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
ore degeed by many, who class It among'
the flamenco because of its ,depressant
anent.
'When ,0sii• Was Champ tie Maxima.
Evelp ihe eats as 1881 and 2/187
ems RA ...heap as beef in the fall,
the eiseleest,euts selling for 124 nano
g poem, while witd turkeys meld be
had fere75 costs eaeh whys Mine tur-
keys es larger sold for a dollar. &rant
or wild mese were hard to get rill of,
as no one liked their meat. There
was little fishing, not nearly so mod
as 00,./. and Pie ash were ,nearly all
perci ur it. e tier of 2211 ,
bead cle‘ r in Uncle Joe L•cwite deer
eptirk tame from a pair he caught in
the early days and penned up In
resew,. lot.- Anthony Re,epublican.s 
Coage Reit Mariti.̀alk
Ale
tere are a nealber of set 
the central part of the Congo
river 
marshPs. The Africans dig shallow
holes is these, whence Issue a.`rearna
et hot water which, on being iivap-
Meted, leaves a residue of salt.
HE WA 8 UNIQUE.
STEMPEL'S WAY OF TELLING
THE TRUTH.
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
the very first, was absolutely unique.
['shay took all the credit for the diacov-
cry, as he does for almost everything,
but he dues not boast about it Bo much
now.
Of course all the men In the onlos saw
that Stempel was. entirely out of the
ordinary when he owned up to a mis-
take in an entry that cost the firm over
$100 to settle. Stempel was calling from
Tom Paston's order book to Dixie, the
bill clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyons
galloon at three cents when it should
have been eight. Paston makes his
3s and as a good deal alike anyway, but
he's too valuable a man to lire and it
seemed as if somebody would have to
go. Dixie thought It was his mistake
and was In a groat Burry about it, but
Stempel, when he looked over the book
said at once that he had called it wrong
and went and told the whole works so.
Well, the old gentleman must have been
la a good humor, for he only told Stem-
pel to be more careful next time. That
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was.
He had the peculiarity of being abso-
lutely truthful.
There was one thing about Stempel,
though. He wasn't extravagant with
the faculty of speech. One of those
nevermay-nothing-to-nobody sort of fel-
lows. Went about his busleend quietly
and soberly, never laughed or joked
much. I
One time Dixie was telling a Story
about an uncle of his who was a great
swimmer. He said he swam 15 11111e4
up the Mississippi river against the
strongest kind of current and towed a
log raft that had drifted away from its
moorio.gs by • rope held in kts teeth.
Mlle said his uncle did that 15 miles in
two bourn, nineteen minutes and some
seconds, which he has forgotten.
Taney bad to drag Stempel into it. of
eourse. He asked at/impel what be
thought of it. 1 vases he was trying to
make trouble, dtatesel shook his head
and went on addreesitnt eknvelopes.
"But what do you h  of it?" Tansy
persisted. "Don't you think that was
pretty good nwilleaLtart"
"Well," said Stempel, slowly and so-
berly, "I don't believe tt. No, air,i
don't believe it. I know what the Mis-
sissippi curtest is and I know what a
log raft is to tow. I doubt If a etre*
invistuuse could make 15 miles in two
hours and 19 minutes without towing
anything. I don't want to be offensive
and It may be that Dixie was miain-
formed, but I can't bring myself to be-
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
thing."
(Meows* that tickled Tansy. As I said,
Taney was &limy' showing Stempel off
II. made a great pretense of being
friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
ase through him at first and talked to
him more freely than be did to any of
the others. Tansy came to us and told
up what Stempel thought about this,
that and the other—what this fellow did
and what the other inflow said and, al-
though we knew that Tansy had cork-
'owed his opinionsout of him, we got
a little sure all the same, because what
Stempel said about us. being the truth,
kit us hard occasionally.
,One daY Tansy told me that he had
asked Stempel what he thought of me
and Stempel replied Gest he didn't care
'to say
"I asked bins if that didn't mean that
he had not a very favorable opinion of
you," said Tansy, "and be said at last
1
that it did. He went on to say—"
I told him that If he told me what
Stempel went on to say I'd punch his
head and that stopped him I was hot,
though, and after I'd thought It over I
went to StemPelliel told him that I had
beard he hadn't a high opinion of me
"Did Tansy ten you Goat?" he asked.
"He did, aadifefors all ilbectoird," I
',plied. "Now it's up to you to-exphen."
"Did he ten you what else I said—
wiutt I based my opinion oa?" he asked.
gently,
"No, be Metal," I said. 1 woulda't
stand for It"
"Then Ill tell you," said Stempel, and
he told me. It was pretty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to way it was true.
I think It did me good. Anyway, I took
it and Stempel and I are goad friends
DOW
But tt didn't end there. I told Willson
and Dixie about it and the next morn-
ing when we were all together Dixie
turned suddenly to Stempel and asked
him what he thought of Tansy.
Tansy grinned_ He thought he was
going to get a few boquets.
"I'd prefer not to say," said Stempel.
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
know what Stempel means when he says
that, Tansy."
It didn't tease Herbert. though. He
was cocksure that he stood ace high.
"Tell 'em what you think of me, old
man," he said to Stempel. "I'd like to
know myself."
"I don't think you would." said Stem-
"I'm not bashf"1,. old fellow; go
'head." said Tangy.
"If you Insist on It 111 tell you," said
stompel, who was rather pale. "I'm
sorry to say that I consider you Mahon-
aniline Inasmush as you have betrayed
my emelidence in yeu, and insincere in-
aemSdit as you have professed friend-
ship for Me to my face and make fun of
me to others. I don't consider you de-
cent. If Ws the plain truth you want,
there you have it,"
Short and sweet wasn't it? It ought
to have none Tansy good if it didn't"—
Ch i nag° Record - floral d.
,Tempered with "ere,.
Whebrary Jake fielder of vigilante')
--dreaser Pete, e'er 'h ornery, sneakin'
boss thief 'ad dos't dlearve no marty
whatsumever; but th' boys 'ye deelikid
t' give ye a cis'''. 'tide' suicideatil wid
vieletit feet.h. HoW, wleb if ye 
vr 
•—Puck.
11111116.., %Ave wo I
Poet with the'Dougls. e
Society Dame—Who is that young
man who is so attenlive to you now?
Great Belle—He is a poet.
Society Dame—Mercy on us! And do
you, the proud daughter of a hundred
millionaires, propose to throw yoter-
self away on a poor, miserable "terve-
ling of a poet?
Great Belle—Oh, he isn't that kind
of a poet; he writes trade advertise-
ments in verse.
Society Dame—My own, oen daugt
ter, after all; ask him to dinner.—Tit-
Bits.
OUT OF THE QUESTION.
Anxious Person—Would you run oil
an errand for me, little bey?
James—Sorry, mum, but I'm a bit an-
der weight an' me football trainer has
recommended eaten' off fer a few days.
—Chicago News.
Pastoral.
The farmer sows his crop
And the good wife sews his clothae;
The farmer darns the weather
And his good wife darns him bore.
The farmer pitches is the hay;
But should be croon' her Whim.
Hie good wife lays said* her work
And pitches test Sim.
—Judge.
A Suitable Suit.
Sharpe—Are you going to dress up
for the carnival! /
Muggins—Yes, I'm going as Charles
the Second.
Sharpe—Charles the First would
have been a tsit better for you.
M uggi nit--Wa 7 ?
Sharpe—Because you'd need no bead.
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
"Times have changed," said the mel-
ancholy citizen "Things are not what
they used to be."
"Well," answered the man who take*
the world as be finds it, "what do you
want to do? Go back six or eight
months and bend the furnace and shov-
el snow "—Washington Star.
Queer ,Qtrl.
Tess—Hasn't she finished that love-
story yet?
Jess—No: she reads very carefully,
and scrupulously, you know.
Teas—Dose she,
Jeas—Oh! awfully; why, she eves
reads all the descriptions of gussets and
all that —Philadelphia Press.
Worse and More of It.
"Gee, but I'm voilucky!"
"What's the trouble?"
"My wife drove me out of the house
with a club, and I don't dare to go
back."
"Too bad."
"And now she's suing me for dieser.
tion."--Clevelawl Leader.
Correct
Teacher—What is a synonym'
Pepil—A word that has the
meaning as another word.
Teacher—And why does our lan-
guage possess synonyms?
Pupil— So you can use one when you





Flats—lt. is said that elephants are
subject to rheumatism.
Sharps--Well, they are spared one
horror of the disease anyway
Flats—What is that.
Sharps—They don't have to listen to
people who have a sure cure for it,—
Chicago News.
Satisfied.
"Can't see why you're so smitten
with her."
"Why, because she's so deucedly
pretty."
"Beauty's only skin deep."
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibal.
That's deep enough for me!"—Cleve.
land Leader.
• Cut Batea,
Dr. Quackerly—You don't mean to
say that old Sawbones charged you
$15 for amputating your arm?
The Victim—That's what he did.
Dr. Quackerly—Why In the world
didn't you send for me. I'd have cul
both your arms off for $10.---Clecago
New..
Solved.
"Why skid Mahammed go to the
molintain?"
"pp thought he could get beam
rates there than at the seashore."—
Cleveland Leader.
His Modesty.
"Ffiaten't you got a good, honest, in-
corruptible man in your efty who
would be an ornament to this office?'
"Sere, but I don't want the office./
—Hceston Post.
Saved Him Trouble.
"Has Debbs made up his mind to
manse that -*Mere?'
"It wasn't necessary; she mg. up
esbad."—Hoeston Post
A A II .1
4
PRUDENT PERCY.
Fathers and mothers who knew him
said: "There are not many young.
men like Percy Widger, that's a fact
It woule be a good thing if there were.
There's a young fellow that has some
tense."
He certainly had some sense. Lots
of it, in fact. Cool, self-eeliant, and
with a judgment beyond his years. His
earents were ofteg congratulated oe
Percy's good, practical qualities. Hie
employer congratulated himself. Not
abadcarheafbuibit to his name, industriousnd
"The girl who gets Per'ey will be
lucky," said the mothers.
Some of the daughters sniffed, oth-
ers sighed.
"Bought three blocks of the subdi-
vision from Wheeler," said the fathers.
"That boy is going to make money.
Pretty hard-headed young chap, I tell
you. elo 11 have it paid for in a ycar
or ewe "
He had it paid for in a year or two,
andthesaunb.division began to build up
It was a shrewd investment for a
yu ag m
"Well,", said some of the mothers
IL. Mrs- Widger, "I suppose Percy will
be bringing you home a nice little
daughter-in-law some of 'these fine
days."
"I suppose so," assented Mrs. Widget
with a sigh. "I tell him it's time he
eas !oohing about him, but he seems
quite satisfied to be at home as yet.
I think he is keepleg his eyes open.
but he says he doesn't intend to marry
until he's 36. He's 24 now, so he's
got six years to m3ke his choice."
"Pell make a good one when he
makes it."
"Yes. I believe he will. I've beani
of somebody—I belleee it was Franklin
—who said he chess his wife as he did
nis coat, for her wearing qualities.
Percy is always particular about his
eirdttes. He likes to be neatly dressed,
:t he never buys a suit because the
pattern happens to be pretty. He tries
this sample and that, and makes sure
that every thread in it is good wool,
and that it is properly dyed ane
woven, and then brings it to me to see
what I think of it."
"How sweet! And you think he
will sekct his wife the same way?
You must look up some samples for
him."
Mrs. Widgen had thought of that.
She consulted Percy as to his prefer-
ences in that sort of goods.
"Well," said Percy, in his matter
of-fact way, "I always thought I
should like my wife to be a brunette
as I'm such a towhead. I think op-
posites should marry. But tempera-
ments should, of course, be sympa-
thetic-. I mean to satisfy myself very
carefully that the woman I marry is
congenial in tastes and habits. I
mean 1 want a sensible, well-balanced
lint and a well-educated girl. When
I say well educated I don't mean mere-
,a who has been through Girton or
asaar or Wellesley only, because she
might be very brilliant intellectually,
and be a very incapable housekeeper.
think more unhappiness In married
life comes through slipshod house
keeping than any other cause. I want
my wife to be strong, healthy and
good-tempered. But then I've got lots
of time. It's not a thing I should do
hastily or without due consideration
!la a serious matter, choosing a part-
ner for life."
"You don't say anything about her
looks." said Mrs. Widger, with a smile.
"Well," said Percy, "I don't want
her too good-looking. She receives so
much attention that she doesn't think
it necessary to pay any attention to
ethers. I've found that to be the clasp
with the girls around here. You must
have been an exception to thetentild.
mother." • .
Mrs. Widger said she had always
knows h,,w sensible Percy was, bat
that little talk was an immense re-
lief to her, after all.
About a week after that Percy was
asked to a little party of young people
at Sansone Della Samson was a
rice girl, and her brother, Duke, was
nice fellow. Percy decided to go.
When the maid opened the door for
him two girls were running down the
stairs, hand in hand. One was Dells
Sanson, and the other—
"Jessie," said Della, "let me intro-
duce Mr. Widger. Percy, this is my
‘-ery dearest friend, Miss Stralen."
Percy saw a slim, in fact, rather
raspy young woman with a pile of
yellow hair and big blue eyes that had
the most appealing look imaginable
until she smiled, and then they were
rather mischievous in their expression.
She put out • hand, and Percy's geible
as he took it made 30 beats above fir-
ma].
"You're just in time," said Kiss
Stralen. "We're going into the kitch-
en, and Into going to make fudges. I
can't boil water without burning it,
but I can miSke fudges. Can't
Della."
Then had a jolly time in the kitch-
en—that is, it would have been jolly if
eome of the fellows bad not acted so
like fools with Mies 81-ales. But of
course that was hard to avoid. Percy
felt conscious that he acted rather that
way himself. It was a little lock of
that yellow hair that had got astray
and curled itself across Miss Stralen's
heat-flushed cheek that made him feel
particularly Idiotic.
But she let him beat the fudge.
And once she looked at him side-
ways with a little smile that-1
All the way home that night Percy
thought of that little smile, and then
of the curl of yellow hair, and be telt
the peculiar pulse acceleration again.
Odd is Percy, wasn't it? He couldn't
sleep for thinking of those things.
And they were married within slx
months, Percy and Miss Stralen. Percy





South Bound. No. sot
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville  12:20 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch  3:4o 
it.m.
Lave Central City  3:55 Pm.
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North Bound. No, 102
Leave New Orleans  7:10 p.m.
Leave Memphis  6:50 a.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Rives  9:42 a.m
Leave Gibbs  9:48 a.m
Leave Fulton  10:10 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  it:20 a.m.
Leave Paducah . it :25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville  3:50
Arrive Evansville  6:25 p.m.
Arrive Nortoneille  1:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3:00 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  4:55 1nnn
Arrive Louisville  5:35 PAIL
Arrive Cincinnati  9:15 p.m.























Ar, St. Louis...  
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
(North- Sound.) (South Bound.)
No. 306. No. 374- No. 305. No. 375.
12 upop.m. 4?2op.1ThLv. St. Louis.... 7.45a.m. 9:40p.rn.
4:25P.m. ' 8:40p m. Isv. 2:502.
m. 6 op .m
5:30a.m. 8:o5a.an.Lv. Carboactale. II :40a.m. 7:05a.m.





Lv. Princeton.. 2 '35p.M.
Ar. Paducah....
Ar.   ;35P:084' ,m.An-






6:4oa.m. I.e. Chicago.... 6:zop.m. 9:45a.vn.
7:45e.m. Lv. St. Louis .. 9:40p.ne 2:15p.m.
9:25a.m. ley. Cairo. . . 6 :ocra.m. 6:20p.m.
9:3oa.m.Ar. Paducah.... 7 :4;a.m. 8 : zop.rn.
Ii :102.tn•Lv. Paducah.... 7:50em. 8:15p.m.
5:oop m.Ar. Princeton .. 9:e9a.m. 9:50pso.
9:39p.m.Ar. Hopkinsville  t I:000AL
LINE.
(South
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. Ali 
other trains run
cb.ily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleeper
s between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New °deans; trains tor and 102 sleepers 
between Louivrilia,
Memphis and New 'Orleans. Trains 8oz and 822 s
leepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARWIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, 
Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
TOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATC1i, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.




THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPE
R
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDE.12 TO MATCH
FOR THE !WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARC'. SELLING AT 
6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY i54c PER
 SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL 
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIONS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe,
 15c, zae
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL RINDS, 
ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFE
CT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSI
EV-e;Aeill_g
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO 
MATCH. ALL:
COLORS IN PURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD 
EFFECTS aN
JATAINESE FTBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LA
TEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARR
Y A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTU
RE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING
 AN DROOPING
'PAPERS. —*ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AN
D
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU
 RIGHT AND
CAW YOU THE VEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
ijo soul I-1 THIRD b I PADUCAH, KY
MAIM., & CO.
-- seer
Subscribe for The Register
• se
enewitregesealler,"'"'"?----"7""""2""•""settilagletlasoi"eve"—elaNelrePrislaw"`",e,--• -.---%""m7rattlatereseetivee-erewiestwereastrieseeseeetto ,
YE OLD-FASHIONED ABOUT PEOPLE
HOREHOUND
COUGH DROPS,
for Coughs and Colds.
Better than ever.
5e PER SACK.
Mrs. J. T. LaCroix, of Memphis,
Tenn, has returniel home after visit-
ing Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Wheeler.
Misses Ella - and nary Mahon yes-
terday went to Nashville, Tenn, to
visit.
Mr. W. E. Smi.'t and wife have re-
awned from Mayee'd.
Mrs. Z. T. Co: net of Murray, is
, : Turray.visiting Mrs. Tay - o 0. Fisher.Lawyer Josepth R. Grogan is at-AfrotitSONS tcneling -court at. Mesdames Kate Melton, John Mc-
Creary and Me. and Mrs. J. L. Dunn
liDR STORE. Mrs. H. G. Cosby. 'vesterday went to Metropolis to visit
Mr. H. W. Ka -terjohn and Mrs.
C. M. Katterjohn went yesterday tii,
Thursday Morning, Nov. 23, iso5.
LOCAL NEWS
—Cloudy skies and probable rain
is the weather prediction for •today.
—At Livings, Ill., Monday White
Eagle, an Indian, was married to
Bliss Franz, of there. The Indian
was with the Terrell Brothers wild
west show that went out of here sev-
eral years ago.
--County Jailer-elect James W.
Faker still has at his home, on Efev-
-exit's and Trimble streets, the stray
isiatre that strolled up to his I:dace and
'..;„e-eiras taken in. The owner can have
-`same by calling.
—At 3 o'clock thie afternoon the
Missionary society of 'the First Pres-
.. isyter1an church meets with the
Misses Rieke, of Sixth and Ken-
-tecky avenue.
. —Street railwaS- employes are wear
lag crepe on their hats and coats out
'of memory of their aespeiatt, Mal-
colm Greenlea. who was killed last
week.
--Mr. 'Charles Ellis and wife, of
• 'South Third- street, have a fine boy
baby at their home.
—Nine parties were examined by
o')be+civil service parties at the post-
. e yesterday,, they wanting places
• clerks and carriers in the local of-
fice.
--Mr. atid Mrs. Edward Toof, of
Clark wear Fifth street, are the par-
ents of a floe boy baby , born last
-night.
--Yesterday aNernoon Mayor Yei-
9er opened the bids from contractors
ghowirig what they would .charge to
up the Riverside hospital base-
so it can be tried as a sick ward
,patient.. There was only One
in,5fla the mayor is waiting for
directors to decide what to do.
• r to readvertise for more pro-
' le or accept this one.
. —)42. Charles Parham has entered
the brokerage business at Mayfield,
• Ifee many ,ear s eve has tgen





air. Albert A. Goldsmith, South-
sea representative for the Pabst
rcry company, or Milwatsidee, is inay arranging forian agency to
-fondle their beverage. M. Gold-
'i4 if well known here, Padticah
Awing his korner home, be being the
' son of Mr. A.s Goldsmith, who it
member of years ago was in. business
-ion the corner now occopied by Wal-
levet e ins 4big c lothing hathrisiortnether
- mend f the Pabst beer as come
-•-so erre* n agency willeliave to
C.
For Blackburn.
J. Winkler Campbell, the repre-
setrtativeeof this district in the state
senate, s announeW-that his inten-
tions at a rate fof lion. Joe C. S.
Blac to• be returned to the
Alrvitot ales senate, where *be let-
tar has i••.eil for such a lo psc time.
fate Mr. Campbell has been
with having first this and
in the U. S. sietnater-
'-ship race. hat he now sets at rest all
dubiousness by annatincing for Mr.
Elacicbtwn.
Buggy at Hotel.
• There is now standing in the lobby
of the Palmer the fine buggy given
.•1:11se Comenercial club by the Hardy
- flimsy, einripany, and which vehicle is
railked,-off "by the Atte the ere-
ceesis triehe divided between it and
the Home of *e Friendless. The
baggy is being stationed around nt
different points for exhibition per-
poses, and as the soo cha.nces have
about been disposed of, the drawing
will Shortly occur.
Notice.
J. Bareiberger is at nis shop again,
IA% North Fifth street, and would
plelased to see all his cuseomers
maxi many news ones.
'Low-Fare Excursions.
Sh"To Chicago Big Stock ow
i'OverPennsylvania Lines
December 16, 11, 18 and. to.
'Through trains leave LouisviRe
uthrivh7g and evening Cafe car., din-
-- beg service a la carte, free library
sted emoking•parlor in morning train.
Sleeping tiro in night train. Parlor
and sleeping car secomanodstions
may be reserved in adtance through
C. H. lagerty, District Pasinnger
• 'Agent, Louisville, Ky.
Contractors.
Bids will hoar, be received for the
ltadding of the new three-story hotel
at Benton Plans may be' seen at
,43ffi oe. of Oliver, Oliver & McGregot,
- 40061 114 Frn.lcrnity hu4ding.
visit in Evansville.
Miss Birdie Dollar, of Princeton,
has returned lion:- after visiting
Misses Fannie and Rella Coleman
Mrs. Lawrence G!eaves has return-
ed from visiting ie 'Mayfield.
Col. W. C. -on and wife
heave today for a •. to New Or-
leans.
Mt. John MI. Meloae arrived in the
,oity yesterday from Mlurray, and
leaves this morning fie St. Louis to
takit.a. position as astisent teleghaph
editor for the Rest-Dispatch.
eMrs. - Viola Barcley. of Golconda,
was here yestorday visiting.
.14r. W. R. Hudnall has gone to
Louisville to locate.
Mc. Edward Foster has gone to
Louisville.
Mrs. Mary Snook and children have
gone to Vevay. Ind., to visit.
Miss Caro Tom, of Flunicia, La,
arrived 'here Tuesday to visit her sis
ter, Mrs. J. S. Baker, -of North Fiala
street, and yesterday developed gear-
let fever she contracted en route
here.
Mt. Robert Vint, the telegraph op-
erator, has returned from Hawkins-
vale, Ga., vehere he 'left' the Frank
Hatch cerinval and circus he has
been playing %trombone with.
Men C. V. Allen is visiting her
parents in Lpwes, Ky.
Mr. Robert Knowlett left for Louis-
ville yesterday.
'Mr. Will Stet yesterday went to
california to spend the winter. He
Waits his sistet, Miss Julia Sccitt, at
Los Angeles, she being there.
Mrs. James Whine; of Athens, Ga.,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. F.
Bradehaw, Jr.
Mrs. India Johnson went to Nash-
ville,' Tenn., yesterday to -risit. -
Mr. G. E Tripp yesterday proceed-
ed to Boston after visiting Gent.ral
Manager Jcihn Bleecker, of the street
car enalparly here
Miss Carrie Earnhardi is visiting
at Hard Money, Ky
Rev. C. A. Langston, of Atlanta,
Ga., was yesterday entertained, to-
gether with a number of friends,
while a charm:10g .dining- at the home.
of his aunt, Mre. James P. Holt, of
West 13roadway. In the afternoon
the divine left for his henne in the
Southeast, after spending a week or
two visiting eielativds in this city
and county.
Lawyer -Charles Grassham and Mr.
L P. Holland returned yesterday
from Chicago.
Mies Bessie Montgomery. of Gil-
bertsvilie, and Mr. Louis Welsh, of
Stithton, passed through ',ere yester
day for Metropolis, where they were
married'. They were accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Skaggs, of Gil-
hartsville, tat4ing. the bride's sixter.
here c.n route hack home
hFer en Tonle back home.
HUNTING PARTY.
- —
Crowd Leaves on Charleston This
Morning for Outing.
This inorreng early there leaves for
a hunt tip the Ohio river, near Gol-
conda,. the following party that has
Chartered the steamer Charleston for
the lion, James A. Row. of
Spring-ficid, Ill., secretary of state;
Wood Irvin, of Ktittawa, Ky.; Of •
Grant, of Louisville; Mr. Charles R.
Rose, of Springfield, Ill.; Mr. Wil-
liam St. John Went., of Springfield.
Mr. Wfrippel, of Springfield. Ill.;
Mr. T. A. Abbott. Dr Frank Boyd,
Me James P Smith. Mr. Dick Rudy,









Next Wonky the Tobacco Grow
ers' aesociation of Calloway county,
meets and decides who shall prize the
tolerceo Pbegiele4 time association, H.
A Frisitemsb or W. L. Whitnell
Fifty per cent. is, pledgedl the organi-
zation. '
rPe,Jegrams front' Clarksville. Tenn..
yesterday said the 'Dark Tobacco
Grower"' association had sold the
Italian government the 5.aeo hogs
heads of tobacco, regarding whicli
negotiations have been on for many
nvont'hs past. •
We have 'ern tit sell—You want
'en ---A Plush Robes, $2.50 to $10.
Powell-ROgers Co.
a r 
'Fire winch dPestroyed the City Hall
and severwl other buildings at Sineve-




Yesterday' afternoon there left for
the Tennessee 'river the eteamer
Clyde. She Comes back again net
Monday night. • • 7
There, will come out of the Ten-
nessee river late tonight the steamer
Kentucky. She. remains until. 5
o'clock Saturday afternoon when she
pulls out Qn, her returp that way.
The Dick Fowler Acips away for
Cairo at 8 o'clock ,this morning and
returns -tonight.
The Henry Harley. left yesterday
for EvartNille and comes leaCk again
tomorrow.
Today the Rees Lee reaches' Cin-
cinnati and leaves there tomorrow on
her return this way for Memphis.
The Peters Lee reaches Memphis
today and leaves there tomiorrow on.
her return this way for Cincinnati.
The Bob Dudley readies Diesistille
tomorrow and leaves there Seisanfay
up for the Tennessee river up until
The City of Saltillo had not passed
up for the Tennessee river up until
an early hour this morning. Site is
on her way over here from St. 1,,ouis.
The towboat Willett is due from
the Tennessee river with several
barges of ties.
The Charleston went up the Ohio
river yesterday after-a tow of corn
for local merchants.
The Joe Fowler is preparing to re-
sunve her business between Ivete and
Evansville, after being out of the
trade for many months on account
of low water.
The John S. Hopkins is also pre-
paring to resume her Evansville
trade, coming here 'Saturday from
the Mound City, Ill., marine ways,
where she has been undergoing re-
pairs.
Commodore Given. Fowler goes to











' Pittsburg, 6.o; falling.
Davis Island Dam. 4o; falling.
St. Louis, to4; falling.
'Mk. Vernon, 9.6; rising.
Paducah, 74; rising.
MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Dr. Olivia Melon Read Paper on
"Ilie Family Physician."
At last evening's meeting of the
McCracken County Medical society
with Drs. J. G. Brooks and Olivia
Nelson, at their office, the tatter pre-
sented a roost rincellient, paper on
"The Varniiy Physican." Ftt
with so many good points and"rpiro-
fessional suggestions that she was
especiagy requested to read it again
when the Southwestern Medical so-
ciety holds its annual meeting here
next April.
Dr. 'Brook', presented a paper last
evening on "Encephakemeningocela'
and it also attracted much attention
and many expressions. Both papers
were among the beet beard recent!y
by the organization of professional
people
The next session of the society will
be held two weeks hence with Dr.
Delia caldwell, at her home on
Broadivay near Eighth'.
The Bockharn fainily held a re-
union in Frankfort Tuesday. About
all the rrsembera were present.
5-A „Parse Blankets aro the best.
Sold it, Powell-Rogers Co
CITY TAX NOTICE.
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY REMINDED THAT THE
LAST WALF OF THEIR CITY
TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. AFTER
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WILL BE ADDED TO
ALL UNPAID BILLS. WE DE-
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE
THIS PENALTY. KINDLY CALL
AT THE CITY TREASURER'S
OFFICE, CITY HALL. AND SET-
TLE, SOON AS POSSIBLE, AND
THUS AVOID THE DISCOM-
FORT AND DELAY SO UN-
PLEASANT TO ALL IN THE















Broadway.Prices: 25, 35, so, 75c and Si.00.
Gorgeous Costumes. Elaborate
Seat' on stile Saturday at 9 a. at.
THE KENTUCKY
03. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WI PISS ALND WHISKIES%
Britrything seasonable in the witabla Una Wing he ardor. A
inee fine n000day lunell for 25
To e.NIGH I 1111101111111111111111/111/111/1111111111111ININIMINNIIIIIIIIM
POPULAR WANTS
Young lady stenographer (Iesires a
change. Good references. Address
0. A, this office.
11,0S1141-1,,,atly'9 closed-face watch,
stein-winder, with "K. J. B." engrav-
ed on from, and Kate Batter's name
inside the back Lost on Broadway.
Returo to Bauer's pottery at Seventh
ants! 'Nimble and get reward.
esoi•voi& auotid, ppo 4E U3 ttio3 ,
ecupce 'leo s,uelleo le s)ueee atne
FOR RENT OR SALE—Resi-
dence at 837 'Jefferson street, corner
Ninth. Fifty-eight feet front. Pos.
Sesoion December ist.
1 OR RENT—Eight-room brie*
res &nee in West End, $3o per
month. Apply L. S. DuBois.
,FOR RENT—Storeroom on Broad
way near Seventh. Apply DuBois &
Kolb.
l'OR SALE—One Buck's range,
with water front; one kitchen cabinet
and, one Iceland refrigerator, all near-
ly new; cheap. Address L., this-of-
fice or ring phone 2136.
FOR SALE—Cheap. Property on
northwest corner of Third and Ohio
streets. Address 11. Buck, 9o8 South
Eleventh street, Paducah, Ky.
LOST OR STRAYED—A sorrel
horse, 14 hands h'gh; one eye out;
sunken place on right side of rump.
Finder return t 0719 S. Eleventh and
be rewarded.
TAKEN UP—Twe bay mares have
been taken up by Jack Armstrong,
of the Blanciville road. They are 15
hands big!". Owner call and get
therm
FOR RENT—Two fernietted rooms
at 229 North Eight Si.
The weather is so exceptionally se-
vere that thirteen steamers are ice-




We have added to our
fine stock of meats a full
line of fish, both fresh wa-
ter and salt water.
Fresh Water Salt Water
• Buffalo Red Snapper




• Black Bass Oysters
We call the attention of
merchants to the fact that
we will fill all orders for
fish at any time of day









BRUMES OF ALL KINDS
Cloth,Srushes, Hair Brushes, Tooth Brushes, Nail
Brushes, Flesh Brushes, Infant Brushes, Etc.
We are over-stocked. That's all. We offer everything in this line at
COST OR LESS
Good all bristle Hair Brushes, worth 25C and 3oc, for 
Extra fine all bristle Hide Brushes, coat. 114 to $5 per dozen, for
Bone handle badger balletic Shaving Brush, worth 5oe, for  
Shaving Brushes at 5e and 1(ige, worth twice our price.
IF YOU CAN USE BRUSHES, COMBS OR SOAP NOW IS THE










VAN DYKE & EATON CO
Thursday Matinee—Camile. Night,
Great Poison Mystery.




Special vaudeville .features between
every act.
Prices—ro, 10 arid 30C.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756i
25c Tooth Brush






Ready for your inspection. Novel-
ties that are exclusive, beautiful and
useful. Make your selections now.




$: era Bath Brush  
$15.rt si.so Hair Brush 
/5`23C Tooth Paste. Crystal Velvet 
Complexion Brushes, Toilet Soap,
Violet Water, Extracts all odors.




Tel. 7 ed, 7th and Proadwor. e
the tiuffet





For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
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